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1 INTRODUCTION 

The field of microfluidics was developed in the 1990s and has since been path 

leading in different disciplines of science and engineering. Major advances of this tech-

nology were achieved by downscaling microfluidic devices. Downscaling increases the 

surface to volume ratio of the channel geometry, which in turn introduces major physi-

cal changes to flow dynamics. This allows for adjusting the geometry dependent physi-

cal properties in order to suit the needs for scientific and industrial applications. For 

example lab – on – a – chip devices rely on the laminar flow regime and on preset wet-

ting properties of the micro – channels to guide the liquid flow 1. 

From the beginning of the 21st century, major advances in nano – technology, 

have permitted the downscaling of fluid channels to nanometer dimensions. In addition 

to the development of nano – fabrication technologies, analytical tools have also im-

proved and observations of nanometer flow regimes have become possible 2. As a 

consequence, the term “nanofluidics” emerged, describing “the study and application of 

fluid flow in and around nano – sized objects“ 3. Nanofluidics research has always been 

part of fundamental interface science. Fluid interfaces and wetting properties have 

proven to be of vital importance for nearly all modern technologies with impact on the 

natural sciences, medicine and engineering 3. The perspectives and potential of nan-

ofluidics lie in creating high – performance nanofluidic devices, which stick out due to 

their size, operating and economic efficiency. Limits to nanofluidics in the nearer future 

can be seen in the remaining technological limits and that fundamental aspects of the 

complex research field are still not explained, thus, more studies on nanofluidic sys-

tems are necessary 2. 

Nanofluidic processes in nature, like intracellular fluid flow or flow through cap-

illaries, are characterized by fluid flow between non – rigid interfaces. One important 

question is, how the mobility of the interfaces determines the fluid flow and if it affects 

the stability of the nano – channel. Moreover, natural aqueous systems are very com-

plex, e.g. the effect of charged or differently shaped colloids is far from being com-

pletely understood. Interesting questions arise with regards to the confinement of such 

complex fluidic systems how the size, shape and charge of the colloids influence the 

systems. 

A systematic study of nanofluidic processes requires designing experimental 

nano – channels with precise interfacial characteristics. Liquid and gaseous interfaces 

(IFs) are well known for purity and lack of defects, therefore the present work employs 
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thin liquid films (TLFs) as experimental models. They have proven to be useful experi-

mental tools because of their simple geometry, reproducible preparation, and well de-

fined interfaces 4. Thin liquid films offer the possibility to confine differently shaped ions 

and molecules to very small spaces, or to subject them to controlled forces. The TLF 

experimental system gives the possibility to deal with various particle and ion concen-

trations. This allows us to imitate a number of biological conditions, for example intra-

cellular processes, like the condensation of DNA, or transport mechanisms through 

biological cell wall channels. To study the underlying phenomena of such processes, 

requires evaluating how closely we can imitate natural nanofluidic systems with TLFs 

and that studying the properties of TLFs reveals confinement effects in fluid systems. 

In order to understand the impact of fluid IFs on liquid flow in nano –

 confinement, the dynamics of thinning of aqueous TLFs are studied in the first part of 

this work using a micro – interferometric method. The films are stabilized with different 

concentrations of the non – ionic surfactant , which is non – toxic and thus 

widely used in bio – medical research. The experiments are conducted with focus on 

the effect of the surfactant concentration on the thinning velocity. This provides us with 

the ability to classify the film interfaces in fluid and rigid – like, according to the surfac-

tant concentration. A sufficient amount of ions suppresses the electrostatic double layer 

repulsion between the film interfaces. In this way, we can follow the thinning of the films 

until the formation of the very thin Newton black films (NBFs). Classical mechanical 

models do not suffice to describe fluid flow in nano – confinements. The thinning be-

havior is analyzed with a combination of existing theoretical models and analytical and 

numerical methods, which incorporate interfacial processes. We obtain quantitative 

information on the mobility of interfacial surfactant molecules, from that we can then 

draw information to their distribution and design more complex TLF systems. 

The stability of a nanofluidic system depends on the interfacial and bulk prop-

erties. This is studied in the second part of this work with a similar experimental setup. 

TLFs containing rod – like, multivalent ions are compared to systems with monovalent 

ions. We find an unexpected and significant difference of film stability, whereas films 

containing monovalent ions remained substantially longer in the metastable Common 

Film (CF) state compared to films containing a comparable concentration of rod –

 shaped ions. This is discussed with respect to the impact of rod – like ions on the con-

densation process of DNA. The experimental results are compared to theoretical pre-

dictions and a quantitative agreement on the systems energy gain for the change from 

CF to NBF can be obtained. A new attractive component of the disjoining pressure is 

predicted.  
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In the third part of the work, the behavior of nanoparticles in confinement is in-

vestigated with respect to their impact on the fluid flow velocity. We apply the above 

mentioned theoretical model for quantification of the flow velocity. The particles alter 

the flow velocity by an unexpected high amount, so that the resulting changes in the 

dynamic viscosity cannot be explained by a realistic change of the fluid viscosity. Only 

aggregation and clogging can explain the experimental results. 

Finally, the location of the particles with respect to their lateral and vertical ar-

rangement in the film is studied with advanced reflectivity and scattering methods. Neu-

tron reflectometry studies are performed to investigate the location of nanoparticles in 

the TLF perpendicular to the IF. For the first time, we study TLFs using grazing inci-

dence small angle X – ray scattering (GISAXS), which is a technique sensitive to the 

lateral arrangement of particles in confined volumes. This work provides preliminary 

data on a lateral ordering of particles in the film. 

In summary, this work shows that natural nanofluidic systems can be modeled 

and successfully studied using free standing thin liquid films as experimental systems. 
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2 SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 

2.1 Liquid / Gas Interfaces 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The channel walls control fluid behavior in nano – channels not only via inter-

facial forces, but also the character and quality (e.g. roughness) of the interfaces play a 

significant role. A systematic study of nanofluidic processes requires designing nano –

 channels with precise interfacial characteristics. Liquid and gaseous IFs are well 

known for purity and lack of defects, since the quality of the IF solely depends on the 

purity of the fluid, which is controllable. Even small amounts of impurities in the liquid 

adsorb to the IFs, changing their quality and physical and chemical properties. Charac-

teristic properties of liquid IFs, like the surface tension, the surface charge density, or 

the mean free space of adsorbed species depend on the properties of the liquid. 

2.1.2 Surface Tension 

Molecules located at liquid / gas IFs face stronger attractive dispersion forces 

than molecules in the liquid bulk. The result is a higher energy state of interfacial mole-

cules, which makes the location of molecules more favorable in the bulk. This explains 

the trend of liquids to minimize their interfacial area, which can be seen in the formation 

of water droplets. The surface tension σ describes the interfacial energy. Thermody-

namically, σ equals the change of the Gibbs free energy G in relation to a change of 

the surface area A, which is needed to increase an interface by a certain area at con-

stant absolute temperature T, pressure p and chemical potential µ 5. 

The surface tension of a liquid can be influenced by the adsorption of surface 

active molecules at the interface. The properties of the surfactants determine their spe-

cific effect on σ, which decreases with increasing amount of adsorbed surfactant. The 

measurement of surface tension of a liquid can be measured via a variety of different 

methods. The drop formation of liquids is used in the drop – shape analysis, where the 

shape of a drop at the end of a capillary is directly related to σ, and the drop – volume 

method, where the maximum volume of liquid, forming a free hanging drop is related to 

σ. The force, which counterbalances σ, is measured by the ring or Wilhelmy – plate 

 Equation 2.1 
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methods. Probes (a ring or a plate) are mounted on a balance and are brought in con-

tact with the liquid / gas IF. The force, which is experienced by the probe relates di-

rectly to σ. 

2.1.3 Adsorption to Liquid / Gas Interfaces  

The adsorption describes the enrichment of surfactant at the interface in re-

spect to the concentration of surfactant in the bulk. The adsorption process, the spon-

taneous change of a molecule from the bulk to the interface in terms of location and 

energy, is reversible and the change of an interfacial molecule to the bulk is called de-

sorption. The surface excess  Γ is defined as 

where N is the number of molecules at the IF and A is the interfacial area. The 

driving force for adsorption or desorption processes is the thermodynamic equilibrium 

of the system. Changes in the bulk concentration of surfactant result in changes of the 

interfacial molecular concentration and vice versa. The amount of adsorbed molecules 

at the IFs increases with the concentration of molecules in the bulk until a maximum 

coverage of the IF is reached, and the surface tension reaches its lowest point. The 

relation between σ and  Γ for a system is found in experimentally obtained adsorption 

isotherms where the surface tension σ is measured at constant temperature T for a 

systematic variation of the surfactant concentration c. 

2.1.4 Adsorption Isotherms 

The Gibbs adsorption equation describes thermodynamically how a change in 

the surface tension is related to the change in the chemical potentials of all substances. 

A simplification yields 

which relates the change of the surface tension (dσ) to the change of surfac-

tant concentration in the bulk (dc). The simplified Gibbs adsorption equation, with R as 

the gas constant, is applicable only for highly diluted bulk solutions and the formation of 

monolayers of molecules at the IFs (in contrast to bilayers or more complex structures). 

The shape of adsorption isotherms differ with the adsorption properties of the 

molecules. Various empirical equations have been developed to relate the shapes of 

the isotherms to the surfactants.  

 Equation 2.2 

 Equation 2.3 
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The Langmuir – Szyskowski model 6-7 

with a, the Langmuir adsorption constant, which describes the affinity of mole-

cules to be adsorbed at the surface. σ0 is the surface tension of the pure solvent and Γ∞ 

is the maximum adsorption capacity of molecules at an IF. Via Equation 2.2 the mini-

mum space of a molecule at maximum surface coverage can be determined. The 

Langmuir –  Szyskowski isotherm is used to derive information on the critical micellar 

concentration of the respective surfactant. This is the concentration, above which the 

molecules self assemble in the bulk to form micelles. Thus, the study and interpretation 

of adsorption isotherms is essential for liquid IFs and TLF studies, because it provides 

a way for characterizing different surfactant systems. 

2.1.5 Diffusion  

For dynamic considerations of liquid – gas interfacial systems, the transport of 

molecules to and from the proximity of IFs by diffusion has to be taken into account. 

Since the time scale for adsorption (and desorption) processes is up to several orders 

of magnitude higher than the diffusion processes of molecules in an aqueous system, 

the diffusion of molecules is the limiting factor (Figure 2.1).  

 

Figure 2.1  Adsorption and desorption processes close to an IF.  The transport of mole-

cules to the interface is diffusion controlled. The large differences in the time scale between 

adsorption and diffusion processes (up to several orders of magnitude) make diffusion the time 

limiting factor for the equilibrium between IF and bulk. 

 

 

Equation 2.4 
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The kinetics of the processes like the attainment of equilibrium of an aqueous 

system are limited by the diffusion speed of the molecules. 

The driving force of diffusion is a concentration gradient of molecules over a 

distance (x). Fick’s first law of diffusion shows how the diffusion constant (D) relates the 

flow of the molecules (j) to the concentration gradient (dc/dx) 

Diffusion at IFs also follows Fick’s law with the difference that the surface ex-

cess Γ is considered instead of c. Thus we can use Fick’s law to interpret interfacial 

movement of surfactants. This will be applied in results chapter 4.1.4. 

2.1.6 Surface Active Agents (Surfactants) 

Surfactants can be classified into different categories. Molecular surfactants 

are usually of amphiphilic character and consist of a hydrophilic (polar) head group and 

a hydrophobic (non – polar) hydrocarbon chain. The head groups are anionic, cationic 

or non – ionic, the hydrocarbon chains can be single or multiple. At air / water IFs, such 

molecules are adsorbed in a way that they expose the hydrophobic chain to the air and 

the hydrophilic part to the aqueous phase, the energetically most suitable constellation.  

Above the critical micellar concentration (cmc) of surfactant molecules in the 

solvent, the molecules self – assemble in the bulk to micellar aggregates. In aqueous 

solvent, the hydrophobic tails point to the center of the micelle. Dependent on the char-

acter of the molecules, they form spherical or ellipsoidal micelles. 

During the last decade, nanoparticles have been found to change IFs simi-

larly 8. Their ability of stabilizing foam and emulsion films has become a focus of re-

search. Dependent on their wettability (contact angle between solvent and particle) 

they have a greater or lesser affinity to the surface. For particles, as well as for surfac-

tant molecules the question on toxicity and bio – compatibility is crucial, especially in 

the application field of life – science. 

The ever – increasing environmental concern about surfactants triggers an in-

terest in natural surfactants. Sugar – based “natural” surfactants are gaining ever –

 growing awareness 9-10. They are of low toxicity, biodegradable, and are widely used in 

protein solubilization and membrane studies 11. The non – ionic surfactants have been 

proven to be rather non – sensitive to changes in temperature or pH of the solution. 

The non – ionic, sugar based surfactant used in the present study is n – dodecyl β –

 maltoside ( ) and several investigations on foam films stabilized by 

 Equation 2.5 
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 have been performed 12. Quantitative values of the disjoining pressure  13, 

the thickness h 13, the gas permeability 14, the pH – dependence 15, and the contact 

angle  16 are available in literature. Moreover, temperature -, surfactant -, and electro-

lyte – concentration dependent equilibrium thickness and disjoining pressure meas-

urements were reported 16. 

2.1.7 Charges at Liquid / Gas Interfaces 

The surface potential of liquid / gas IFs is dependent on the type and concen-

tration of adsorbed surfactants. It has been established, that a plain air / water IF has a 

negative surface potential. A widely accepted explanation suggests, that in the ab-

sence of a surfactant, the charge of the air / solution interface is determined by the ad-

sorption of OH– ions at the interface 17. The liquid / gas IF of water containing (indiffer-

ent) electrolytes is negatively charged. The same applies for the solutions of non –

 ionic surfactants. However, the adsorbed surfactant molecules reach for the same 

places at the IF as the OH- ions, which effectively reduces the absolute value of the 

negative charge. The IF is either positively or negatively charged for cationic and ani-

onic surfactants. This has been shown experimentally, indicating the charge reversibil-

ity of the IF when a positively charged surfactant adsorbs to the IF 18. 

 

2.2 Interfacial Forces 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The downscaling of channel dimensions from micro to nanometer geometries 

implies that nearly all liquid molecules inside the nanochannels are affected by interac-

tion with the channel interfaces. Thus, understanding interfacial forces, which act at 

nanometer distances to surfaces, is essential for all nanofluidic applications. Such 

forces have been investigated since the 1930s and the experimental methods capture 

forces in solid / liquid IFs as surface force apparatus 19 to liquid / liquid or gas / liquid 

IFs in emulsion or foam thin liquid films (TLFs) 20. Experimental findings gave evidence 

to the existence of several forces for two interfaces at nanometer separations. 

2.2.2 Repulsive Electrostatic Forces 

Charged liquid / gas IFs induce a distance – dependent distribution of oppo-

sitely charged ions in the liquid phase. According to the Stern model, a number of 

(counter) ions adsorb at the IF and form a fixed layer, the Helmholtz layer. The diffuse 
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double layer represents the region near the IF where the ions are arranged as a cloud 

according to the model. 

 

Figure 2.2  Stern model of negatively charged IF. A fixed layer of counterions (Helmholtz 

layer) at the IF and diffuse, cloud – like distributed ions close to the IF. The interfacial potential 

ϕ0 decreases linearly in the Helmholtz layer and follows an exponential decay in the diffusive 

layer with distance x from the IF. For a symmetrical setup with two opposite IFs, the midplane 

potential ϕm is defined at the position x=1/2d, for the distance d of the IFs. 

When two charged interfaces approach, a repulsive force between the IFs can 

be measured because their diffuse double layers overlap. The repulsive force acting on 

a unit area is defined as  Πel, the pressure of electrical double layer repulsion. 

The quantity of  Πel can be derived from the Poisson – Boltzmann equation, 

which describes the potential ϕ(x) for an electric field  at any distance x be-

tween two charged IFs and the midplane located at  with d, the interfacial dis-

tance (compare Figure 2.2). 

where z is the valency of the ions,  δ(x) is the number density ( ) of 

counter ions in the bulk and δm at the midplane, NA is the Avogadro constant, e is the 

electronic charge, ε and ε0 are the dielectric permitivities of the medium and vacuum, T 

is the absolute temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. By solving the Poisson –

 Boltzmann equation at different boundary conditions, the ion concentration in the mid-

 Equation 2.6 
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plane between two symmetrical charged surfaces can be obtained, from which the 

double layer repulsion Πel can be determined.  

Following the weak overlap approximation 20 (p.405), Πel between two planar IFs 

can be related to the surface potential of TLFs, the distance d of the IFs, and the den-

sity and the valency z of ions in the liquid core of the film. 

where  δel is the number density of ions in the film forming solution and ϕ0 the 

double layer potential at the interfacial interaction plane. The position of the interaction 

plane in TLFs is very important for the precise definition of the electrostatic disjoining 

pressure. We assume that the plane is positioned in the region occupied by the head 

groups of the surfactant molecules, therefore  ϕ0 is the electrostatic double layer poten-

tial at the surfactant head group layer in the film. The characteristic Debye length κ-1 

describes the thickness of the diffuse layer, thus the interaction distance of the charged 

IFs 4. The length decreases with increasing counter ion concentration, i.e. with increase 

in electrolyte concentration. The typical diffuse double layer thickness for room tem-

perature ranges from 1 - 100 nm, depending on the electrolyte type and concentration. 

Equation 2.7 is valid for univalent electrolytes, large separation and small surface po-

tentials. For multivalent asymmetrical electrolytes no simplifications can be made for 

the calculations of  Πel (see chapter 4.2.3, p.54). 

Multivalent ions are different from monovalent ions by the fact that more than 

one charge is located at the same position. The Bjerrum length λB (Equation 2.8) de-

scribes the distance where the electrostatic interaction energy is equal to kBT. 

where e is the elementary charge, ε is the relative dielectric constant of the 

medium and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. For water at room temperature, we obtain 

λB = 0.7 nm. 

 

 

 

 

Equation 2.7 

 Equation 2.8 
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2.2.3 Van der Waals Dispersion Forces 

Dispersion, or van der Waals (vdW) Forces describe the noncovalent attrac-

tive or repulsive forces acting between all atoms and molecules in a system. Also in 

thin liquid films of thickness smaller than 100 nm, interfacial dispersion forces are ac-

tive between the film surfaces. The forces originate from the interaction between exist-

ing or induced dipoles among the neutral or charged molecules 4.  

The vdW forces between macroscopic objects can be described on the basis 

of two different models. The microscopic approach 21 is based on the pairwise additivity 

of  individual dispersion forces among molecules and reveals shortcomings at very 

small distances (between atoms when their wave functions overlap), or at large dis-

tances > 100 nm (when electromagnetic retardation must be considered). In contrast to 

the microscopic approach, the macroscopic theory combines the interactions between 

single atoms or molecules to a force between continuous media. All molecules in the 

system experience the same field which originates from all involved single atoms and 

molecules. This theory considers two dielectric half – spaces and uses Maxwell’s equa-

tions to calculate the fields 22. For the interaction between two plane parallel (semiin-

finite) plates (or phases) of distance h separated by a medium, the simplified macro-

scopic approach 4  

describes the van der Waals dispersion force on a unit area with the van der 

Waals component of the disjoining pressure ΠvdW and the material specific Hamaker 

constant AH. 

The dispersion forces between two equally condensed phases in vacuum or in 

air is attractive, thus  ΠvdW is noted by definition with a negative sign (compare Equation 

2.9). The interactions between two film interfaces are a sum of all pair interactions be-

tween the single molecules at the interfaces and can be theoretically calculated. A TLF 

can be described according to the macroscopic approach as a symmetrical 

air / water / air system, with the liquid filling the gap between two air phases. AH for 

such a system has been determined to be ca. 10−20J, whereas the influence of the film 

stabilizing adsorbed surfactant layer at the gas / liquid IFs on the value of AH plays a 

smaller role 4. 

 Equation 2.9 
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2.2.4 DLVO Theory 

The Derjaguin, Landau 23 and Verwey, Overbeek 24 (DLVO) theory, was origi-

nally developed to describe the colloidal stability determined by a balance between 

electrostatic repulsion of diffuse layers of ions and the molecular interaction between 

two separated phases of distance h (van der Waals attraction). It was also successfully 

applied to describe the interaction forces between interfaces of thin liquid films 20. The 

interaction forces per unit area of the film are termed disjoining pressure (Π). 

For symmetrical TLFs, the vdW force ΠvdW acts attractively, against the disjoin-

ing work of the electrostatic repulsion Πel. The film IFs are in equilibrium distance when 

external and internal forces are equal: Pext = ΠvdW + Πel, where Pext = Pc, the capillary 

pressure (chapter 2.3.2) in the case of TLFs. The resulting force on the TLF (per unit 

area) is defined as the disjoining pressure Π(h) = Pc = – ΠvdW + Πel 4, 20. The disjoining 

pressure isotherm (Figure 2.3) shows schematically the shape of Π(h) for a symmetri-

cal TLF system. 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Disjoining Pressure Isotherm: The disjoining pressure Π versus the distance of 

the film interfaces h; Πel in blue describes the electrostatic repulsion and ΠvdW in orange de-

scribes the van der Waals attraction force. The distance hCF is a metastable state, a pressure in 

the size of ΔΠ is necessary to reach the thinnest possible equilibrium state hNBF . 

At an interfacial distance h (film thickness) larger than ∼ 100 nm, the influence 

of Π is not significant. The TLFs, which are considered in this work as nanofluidic sys-

tems are with thicknesses from 5 to 100 nm in the influential range of the interfacial 
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forces. In this thickness range, Π shows characteristic features which explain experi-

mentally observed states. At the film thickness hCF the Common Film (CF) is formed. 

The barrier of size ΔΠ hinders the CF to transition to the smaller thickness hNBF of a 

Newton black film (NBF) 25 (p.168 f.) or ruptures. CF and NBF are the two states with an 

energy minimum. The height of the separating energy barrier can be influenced by the 

concentration of electrolyte in solution or by applying an external pressure. 

The DLVO theory is sensitive to the charge density at interfaces, to the con-

centration of ions at IFs, but not to the specific interactions and ion properties like the 

shape of the ion. The DLVO theory describes forces which act on average in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the IFs, but does not cover forces, which act in the plane of the 

IFs or local structural changes at the IFs, like surfactant density fluctuations. 

The extended DLVO theory also takes into account various additional forces 

contributing to the disjoining pressure. Steric repulsion forces, hydrophobic attractive 

forces, or hydration forces have been introduced to explain the stability of colloidal sys-

tems or the thinning behavior of thin liquid films 4. 

 

2.3 Thin Liquid Films 

TLFs have proven to be suitable experimental tools because of their simple 

geometry, reproducible preparation, and well defined interfaces 4. The practical interest 

in these films stems from the fact that several of their properties are determined by the 

same forces, which also govern the stability of colloidal dispersion systems like foams, 

emulsions and sols. The fundamental interfacial and bulk properties of TLFs have al-

ready become subject of research since the middle of last century. The studies aimed 

on properties of fluid interfaces and the role of the surface interaction forces. Properties 

of foam films like the equilibrium film thickness h allow the calculation of the interaction 

forces between the film surfaces. The contact angle between film and meniscus gives 

insight into the interaction free energy per unit of film area 25-26. Gas permeability 

measurements yield information on the density of the surfactant layers stabilizing the 

foam film and thus on long term foam stability 26. The main part of these studies has 

been summarized in books and reviews  20, 25, 27-32. These studies complement investi-

gations of liquid confined between solids performed with the colloidal probe Atomic 

Force Microscope, and the modern surface force apparatus 4, 33-35. 
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2.3.1 Structure 

Foam films are free standing TLFs which separate the bubbles in foams. They 

are composed of a thin layer of liquid with adjacent liquid / gas interfaces. In nanofluidic 

terms, the IFs would resemble the channel walls which confine the liquid bulk. The 

schematic cross – section of a foam film is visualized in Figure 2.4 with respect to its 

molecular setup (a) and relevant forces (b).  

 

Figure 2.4   Cross section of a free standing liquid film prepared in the glass capillary cell 

according to Scheludko – Exerowa 25 (a) Surfactant molecules adsorbed at the film interfaces, 

electrolyte and free surfactant molecules in the core and meniscus of the film. (b) Indication of 

the thickness of the film h. The arrows show the forces acting in and on the film. Attractive van 

der Waals forces (ΠvdW) and capillary pressure (Pc) counteract repulsive electrostatic (Πel) and 

steric forces (Πst). θ is the contact angle between film and meniscus. 

At the film IFs, the characteristic negative charges and adsorbed surfactant 

molecules are indicated. The aqueous core (bulk) contains surfactants and ions in the 

same amount as the film forming solution. The flat, central area of the TLF is much 

smaller than the curved meniscus region, which connects the film and the capillary 

wall. Realistic numbers are ~ 50 - 70 µm for the film radius and ~ 4 mm for the capillary 

radius. 

2.3.2 Capillary Pressure 

The IF of the meniscus region in Figure 2.4 shows a characteristic curvature 

towards the capillary walls (enlargement in Figure 2.5). The curved IFs induce a pres-

sure difference between air and liquid, where the pressure inside the liquid is larger 

than outside. The resulting capillary pressure Pc, dependent on the capillary radius Rc 
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and the surface tension of the liquid σ for completely wetted capillary walls is described 

by the Laplace equation 

which gives the value of the capillary pressure which is the primary external 

driving force for the first phase of liquid outflow from TLFs. The equation is valid only 

for completely wetted capillary walls when the radius of the film is much smaller than 

the radius of the capillary (Rf << Rc). 

 

Figure 2.5  Characteristic curvature of film IF in meniscus region towards the capillary wall 

2.3.3 Film Thickness 

The thickness of a TLF can be described by the three layer model with respect 

to the film structure 36. As illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b),  the two surfactant monolayers 

with thickness h1 and the aqueous core of thickness h2 add up to the film thickness h: 

Common Films consist of an aqueous bulk phase with monolayers of surfac-

tant molecules at the IFs and the thickness is in the range of 10 - 100 nm. The thinnest 

CFs appear black, similar to NBFs, and therefore the term common black film (CBF) is 

often found in literature. NBFs possess the smallest possible thickness, in the range of 

about 4 - 10 nm, depending on the type of surfactant molecules. These films are practi-

cally bilayers of surfactant molecules with almost no free water. They are stabilized due 

to the balance between steric repulsions in the film, caused by a direct contact between 

the hydrophilic heads, or respectively, the hydration shells of the surfactant molecules, 

and the van der Waals attraction 25, 27. 

 

 Equation 2.10 

 Equation 2.11 
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2.3.4 Film Stability and Rupture Mechanisms 

Under stable TLFs, we understand films, which are stable in the limits of the 

experiments. Strictly, all foam films are non – equilibrium meta – stable structures, 

which will eventually break, reaching a more stable (lower energy) state after a certain 

time. Different rupture mechanisms of foam films have been suggested and various 

theories established for the description of film stability. All explanations include local 

thickness variations of the film IFs (Figure 2.6). The amplitude of the deformations is 

Δh, the wavelength of the surface fluctuation is λ. 

 

Figure 2.6  Model of critical film thickness hcr. The film interfaces show local deformations 

of the amplitude Δh in distance of λ. The rupture occurs at the moment when Δh grows up to the 

order of the ciritcal film thickness hcr. 

The accepted rupture mechanism for foam films assumes the existence of sur-

face corrugations with stable, growing surface fluctuation waves of various wave-

lengths. If surface wave amplitudes Δh at both interfaces grow symmetrically, the 

growth of Δh is related to an increase of local attractive disjoining pressure 

 due to the decrease of the local film thickness. The TLF loses 

its stability at the moment when the film thickness approaches hcr. At this point, the film 

either ruptures or a step – like local thinning occurs. The mechanism of rupture by local 

thinning is applicable to films of a certain thickness, which are considered as liquid 

structures. The thinner spherical regions appear black when observed optically, and 

thus this process is called black spot formation. This mechanism cannot be applied to 

ultrathin NBFs of a fixed bilayer structure of surfactant molecules with bound hydration 

water. Such thin films cannot thin locally but can rupture by direct nucleation of holes or 

mediated nucleation of holes through vacancy aggregation according to Refs 37-38. The 

role of the interfacial visco – elasticity for stability was also investigated and found that 

a high viscosity and elasticity dampen surface fluctuations and always increase the 
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foam film stability. The viscosity of the film forming solution determines the stability of 

thinning films whereas surface elasticity is decisive for the strength of the surface fluc-

tuations of CFs. The discussion on film stability influenced by surface visco – elasticity 

is reviewed in Ref 31. It has been found that the rupture of unstable films and the forma-

tion of black spots occur at the same critical thickness hcr 25. Thus, the theory of rupture 

is not only applicable to film rupture, but also to the formation of stable NBFs, and is 

therefore a significant theory for film stability. 

A first approximation of the amplitude of thermal surface corrugations at room 

temperature for a solution of σ = 50mN/m gives the equipartion law  

Assuming the absence of the electrostatic repulsive force due to high electro-

lyte concentration, the disjoining pressure is defined as Π = - ΠvdW. Under these condi-

tions, hcr can be derived to follow 

where AH is the Hamaker constant, λ stands for the surface wave length, and 

σ is the surface tension of the solution from which the film is formed 20, 25 (p.116). 

Local thickness fluctuations have been attributed to thermal surface corruga-

tions since the 1960s 39. This concept has been object of discussion and another ex-

planation has emerged in the context of explaining thickness artifacts at the 

film / meniscus border namely marginal regeneration.  Local surface tension fluctua-

tions are held responsible for the thickness differences 40. Earlier explanations for rup-

ture took the spontaneous formation of thinner areas in the film into consideration, i.e.: 

hole – nucleation 41-42 . The mechanism of rupture by local thinning is applicable to films 

of a certain thickness, which are considered as liquid structures. In this work we will not 

discuss origins of surface fluctuations but rather their effects on the stability of TLFs.  

 

2.4 Fluid Dynamics 

The interfacial forces act over the whole geometry range of our model nanoflu-

idic channel diameters (5 – 100 nm). This explains that there is practically no fluid in 

the channels which is not in the sphere of influence of the surface forces. For the theo-

retical description of liquid flow through nano – channels, this implies that the behav-

. Equation 2.12 

 Equation 2.13 
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ior of liquid in nm distance to the IF cannot be described according to classical macro-

scopic laws, as it is usually sufficient for macro- or microfluidic calculations. Special 

theories and models need to be derived to incorporate interfacial processes. 

Fluids are categorized in gases and liquids, dependent on the intermolecular 

distance, and thus, their compressibility. Qualitatively, gases and liquids show similar 

flow behaviors at the same conditions (pressure, temperature), but due to their unequal 

physical and chemical properties (density, compressibility, viscosity), there are sub-

stantial quantitative differences. The assumptions for the description of ideal fluids are 

no friction between fluid molecules, no influence by the surfaces (e.g. by surface ten-

sion) on the fluid, no influence of gravity (only valid for ultra small liquid volumes), and 

a uniform pressure distribution. This yields to a constant viscosity of ideal, Newtonian 

fluids. 

The dynamics of fluid flow on the macroscopic scale is successfully described 

by the Navier – Stokes equations for classical continuum hydrodynamics. The lubrica-

tion approximation by Stefan 43 and Reynolds 44  

with the outflow velocity VRe and the dynamic viscosity of the liquid η, is a spe-

cial case of the Navier – Stokes equations to describe the outflow of a fluid from in be-

tween two rigid disks of distance h and radius R for h << R.  

 

Figure 2.7   Liquid outflow from rigid, plane parallel discs, with radius R and distance h. The 

liquid has the velocity VRe according to the lubrication approximation. 

The theory is valid (amongst other criteria 31) for a Newtonian liquid and limited 

to zero flow velocity at the interfaces and to a constant force applied on the disks. 

When the Reynolds theory of liquid outflow from solid plates was applied to foam films, 

 Equation 2.14 
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it was found that they drain faster than predicted by the theory. This phenomenon could 

be explained with additional forces, expressed in the disjoining pressure Π(h), acting 

on the film interfaces due to their sub – micrometer separation. This is formulated in the 

modified Stefan – Reynolds equation for film thinning 20 

where VRe is the thinning velocity, h is the average film thickness,  η is the dy-

namic viscosity of the film forming solution (assumed to be equal to η of water ), and Rf  

is the film radius. Numerous studies of Π(h) and its impact on film thinning for various 

surfactant TLF systems have been conducted, because knowledge on the drainage of 

foam films is essential for accurate predictions of the stability and lifetime of a film 25, 31, 

45-50. Despite the existence of a large body of information on the drainage of thin films, 

significant uncertainties remain in the ability to predict thinning velocities using basic 

physicochemical properties 51. 

 

2.5 Nanoparticles Confined in Thin Liquid Films 

In medical research there is an increased interest in introducing nanoparticles 

and nanocapsules within human bodies for example as contrast media in magnetic 

resonance imaging and as targets for the observation of intracellular processes, or as 

drug delivery containers for medicine 52. In order to study the flow of these particles 

through nano – sized cell wall channels or the finest blood capillaries, models for nano-

fluidic channels, as in our case TLFs, have to be designed. We expect molecules in the 

size range of the channels like large ions, biomolecules or nanoparticles, to show ef-

fects on the thin liquid film system due to repulsive forces or conformation changes.  

In the past, studies of micelles in TLFs have been reported 53-54 as well as 

macromolecules confined in TLFs were studied 30, 55-57. Nanoparticles have become 

recently famous as efficient stabilizers of foam films 58 and emulsion films 30 without 

additional surfactant. A comparison between common surfactants and solid particles as 

stabilizing agents has been summarized in literature 8. 

In contrast to their ability of stabilizing TLFs, hydrophobically modified particles 

can be found in most antifoaming formulations, dispersed in (PDMS) oil. Despite sys-

tematic studies 59-60 the actual mechanisms how the particle – oil mixtures destroy fo-

ams, have remained unclear. 

 Equation 2.15 
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Studies on the dynamics of particles in TLFs showed, that above a certain 

concentration of nanoparticles in the film forming solution, the particles show a ten-

dency to form a layered structure and produce stepwise film thinning (stratification) 61. 

Layer by layer of particles leave the film. Scientists claim that with such a controlled 

stratification process well ordered particle arrays can be produced 62. 

The theoretical understanding of the behavior of particles in TLFs is not satis-

fying, and it has even been suggested that in these systems, the sizes and strengths of 

the forces between the nanoparticles make the system fall into a regime where equilib-

rium thermodynamics may no longer apply at the time scales of the measurements. It 

was found that parts of the systems appear to be in (local) equilibrium, while others, 

such as jammed regions, are not 63. 
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3 METHODS AND MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 

3.1 Experimental Methods 

3.1.1 Microinterferometric Thin Liquid Film Analysis 

Numerous fundamental studies of thin films have been conducted with diffe-

rent measurement setups. One often used experimental system to study thin liquid 

films is the specially designed capillary glass cell, referred to as Scheludko – Exerowa 

glass ring cell 25. The reservoir of the glass ring cell (Figure 3.1 64 (d)) is filled from top 

with the film forming solution. In this way, also the connected glass capillary ring (e and 

t1) fills up. With a piston (f), the reservoir can be closed at the top. The cell (a) is placed 

in a closed vessel (b), which is connected to a thermostat and kept at constant tempe-

rature in the device support (c). 

 

Figure 3.1  Measurement setup for thin film studies with the Scheludko – Exerowa meas-

urement cell setup (a-f), the schematic transformation of the drop into a flat ultra thin film (t1-t3), 

the interferometric measurement of the light intensity and thus the film thickness (g, h) 

By turning the rotary knob of the piston, the liquid can be sucked from the ca-

pillary and the drop turns into a horizontal, biconcave, very thick film (t2). It starts thin-

ning spontaneously, driven by the capillary pressure. When the film thickness de-
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creases to a certain value, additional interfacial forces between the two surfaces of the 

film come into play as described in chapters 2.2 and 2.3. These forces expel the liquid 

from the film until equilibrium is reached (t3).The film thinning is obtained in situ with a 

micro – interferometer measurement setup. A small area of the film is illuminated and 

the light reflects back from both film interfaces (g). The reflected light intensity I(t) with 

thickness dependent interference patterns is detected and recorded digitally over time 

(h).  

The interference of the reflected light is in direct relation to the distance be-

tween the film interfaces, i.e. to the film thickness. The recorded, back reflected light 

intensity can be translated into the thickness of the film  

with hw, the so called equivalent thickness of the film as a function of I(t), the 

light intensity at time t. The last maximum (at k=0 in Equation 3.1) of light intensity of 

the periodically repeating positive and negative interference of reflected light is the 

maximum light intensity Imax. The experimentally obtained film thickness hw differs from 

the before defined film thickness h by the contribution of the optical properties of inter-

facial layer (h1, n1) and bulk layer (h2, n2) of the film. The film thickness h is smaller 

than the experimentally obtained equivalent film thickness of a homogeneous film due 

to higher refractive index of the hydrophobic tails in contrast to air. The difference of hw 

to the absolute thickness  is in the case of films thicker than 30 nm below 

the statistical error of the measurement method. The accuracy of thickness measure-

ments is ± 0.2 nm 65. The wavelength of the light was filtered at 545.6 nm. Only films 

with plane parallel surfaces are suitable to be used for observation of the thinning be-

havior based on the interference of reflected light. It was shown 57, that foam films with 

a radius below 100 µm fulfill this criterion.  We choose the radii of the films in the range 

of 70 µm ± 3.5. 

The introduction of one common origin of time for all data sets is necessary to 

be able to compare the kinetics of film thinning. The occurrence of Imax is defined as the 

reference point of time where t=0 is set. In this way, a distribution of measured data 

points is obtained as shown exemplarily for one of the concentrations of surfactant in 

Figure 3.2. 

 Equation 3.1 

 Equation 3.2 
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Figure 3.2   Dynamics of thinning of foam films from aqueous solution containing 0.02 mM 

β-C12G2 and 0.2 M NaCl. The experimentally obtained data from eight measurements are 

shown as squares 64. 

The deviation between individual h(t) curves can be attributed to the fact that 

the setup does not allow to determine the radius of the film more precisely than ± 7 µm, 

which leads to small changes in the thinning velocity VRe (Equation 2.14, p.18). Local 

surface corrugations in small areas of the film can alter the thinning behavior in a way 

that the h(t) curves are wavy. The last point of the curves is the critical point of rupture, 

where the film either ruptures or spontaneously transforms into a NBF. 

3.1.2 Neutron Reflectometry 

Neutron reflectometry (NR) is a technique, which allows gaining material in-

formation perpendicular to the surface of planar structures like thin films of a variety of 

solid and liquid materials. When neutrons impinge on a surface, the interaction of the 

neutrons and the atomic nuclei can be related to specific material properties. The scat-

tering length density (SLD) is defined as Nb = n⋅b, with b, the average coherent scatter-

ing length of n atoms. Similar to visible light and X – rays, neutrons follow the general 

laws of reflection at interfaces. The reflection of an incident neutron beam from an ide-

ally flat interface is shown schematically in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3  Reflection of an incident beam from an ideally flat surface (blue arrows) with θi 

the incident angle and θr the angle of beam reflection; ki and kr are the wave vectors of incoming 

and reflected beam; q is the wave vector transfer. Nb1 and Nb2 stand for the SLD value of air and 

D2O, respectively. The transmission and reflection at the second IF (black arrows) alter the val-

ues of kr and q and thus the intensity of the reflected beam. 

The reflection of a neutron is usually described as a function of the momentum  

transfer qz of the incident and the scattered wave vectors ki and kr along the surface 

normal z. 

with λ as neutron wavelength and θi as incident angle. 

The ratio of the intensity of the incident beam (I0) and the intensity of the re-

flected beam (I) is defined as reflectivity Z. 

The reflectivity for the case of total reflection is Z = 1. It decreases for an ideal 

air / D2O interface, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 ((a), black line). 

The incident beam is reflected and refracted at each interface, leading to a 

superposition of individual reflectivities. Characteristic fringes show up due to interfer-

ence of the reflections along qz. The distance Δqz between adjacent minima in the re-

flectivity curve gives the individual layer thickness d in the system according to 

The theoretical reflectivity curve for a neutron beam reflected at the IFs of a 

30 nm thin layer of D2O, surrounded by air is shown in Figure 3.4 ((a), red line). The 

respective scattering length density profiles are presented in Figure 3.4 ((b), (c)). 

 Equation 3.3 

 Equation 3.4 

 Equation 3.5 
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Figure 3.4  (a) Theoretical reflectivity curves of bulk D2O (black) and a liquid film of D2O of 

30 nm thickness (red) surrounded by air; (b) Scattering length density profile for the air / D2O IF; 

(c) Scattering length density profile for the air / D2O / air thin film system.  

Neutron reflectivity experiments can be realized in the monochromatic mode, 

where the reflectivity is measured as a function of the reflected beam angle θi = θ and 

in the time of flight (TOF) mode, where sample and detector are at fixed θ - 2θ posi-

tions (Figure 3.5) and the neutron wavelength λ is varied.  

 

Figure 3.5  A top view of the instrument D17 at the ILL in time of flight (TOF) mode. 

The distance between detector and sample can be several meters and the 

longer this distance, the higher the resolution but the lower is the qz range. In TOF 

mode, an entire order of magnitude in qz can be measured simultaneously in less than 

a minute, thus kinetic studies are possible. 
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For data analysis, TOF results in the form of reflection intensities I(λ) are 

transferred to R(qz). In that way, the usage of standard fitting software is possible, 

which convert scattering length density profiles into model reflectivity curves and recur-

sively compare those to the experimental data until the best agreement is obtained. 

For the experiments, a specially designed experimental cell (Figure 3.6) was 

used, which can also meet the requirement of horizontal alignment of the sample. 

 

Figure 3.6   Measurement cell for NR (and for GISAXS) experiments. (a) intercept of the 

measurement cell in side view; a small basin on the bottom contains the film forming solution; 

(b) film preparation using a glass skewer; (c) cell can be tilted horizontally, the residual film 

forming solution flows in back part of the same basin. 

3.1.3 Grazing Incidence Small – Angle X – Ray Scattering 

Grazing incidence small – angle X – ray scattering (GISAXS) emerged to a 

versatile analysis technique for nanometer thin films with respect to internal film struc-

ture and morphology. By selecting an incidence angle on the sample surface close to 

and even below the critical angle of total external reflection of X – rays, the wavefield 

penetration depth is decreased down to a few nanometers. This enhances the sensitiv-

ity to a thin (surface) layer. Any discontinuity in the local electronic density, induced e.g. 
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by roughness or particles, scatters either the transmitted or the reflected beam. For 

valuable measurements, a synchrotron source with its inherent properties of high flux, 

collimation and multi – wavelength availability, combined with 2D detectors are neces-

sary to have reasonable counting time.  

The geometrical setup for a GISAXS experiment is shown in Figure 3.7. The 

sample is positioned in the x – y plane, and the X – ray beam impinges on the sample 

surface under a fixed angle of incidence αi with the wave vector ki and the wave num-

ber . The beam is scattered under the exit angle αsc in the scattering plane 

(x – z plane), and an out – of – plane angle ψ (horizontal scattering angle).  

 

Figure 3.7  Scheme of the basic experimental setup of a GISAXS experiment. The sample 

is positioned in the x – y plane and the X – ray beam impinges on the sample surface under a 

fixed angle of incidence αi. The scattered beam is described by the exit angle αsc in the scatter-

ing plane (x – z plane), and the out – of – plane angle ψ (horizontal scattering angle).  

In order to block the direct beam, a diode beam stop is used in front of the de-

tector. Furthermore, to avoid saturation of the detector by the scattering signal, a point-

like moveable specular beam stop was employed to block the specularly reflected 

beam on the detector. 

As each different sample morphology leads to different GISAXS patterns, ap-

propriate analysis methodologies and models have to be developed for analyzing data. 

A way of simplifying the data analysis of the 2D intensity image is the effective surface 

approximation (ESA), where data only have to be analyzed as a function of qy for cuts 
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at constant qz. Using ESA, the out – of – plane scattering can be approximated to de-

pend on the form factor of individual objects and on the structure factor 66-67. 

3.1.4 Tensiometry 

The interface of solutions or dispersions containing surfactants can be charac-

terized and compared via the value of the experimentally obtained surface tension. The 

measurement of surface tension with the Wilhelmy plate method is based on the con-

tact of a platinum plate balance with a liquid surface (Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8:   Measurement principle of the surface tension with the Wilhelmy plate method. 

The plate is brought in contact with the liquid interface, and the force (F) experienced by the 

balance as the probe interacts with the surface of the liquid are related to the perimeter (L) of 

the plate and the wetting angle (θ) between liquid and plate. 

The forces experienced by the balance as the probe interacts with the surface 

of the liquid are related to the perimeter of the plate and the wetting angle between 

liquid and plate. The surface tension (σ) is calculated according to  

where F is the force acting on the plate orthogonal to the IF, L stands for the 

perimeter of the plate, ρ is the fluid density, g the gravitation constant, and Vd the im-

mersed volume of the plate. The contact angle θ of the water or the surfactant solution 

on a platinum plate is very small and can be regarded as zero. 

3.1.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) operates on the same basic 

principles as a light microscope with electrons instead of photons. The main applica-

tions of TEM is imaging of organic or inorganic structures with lateral dimensions be-

 Equation 3.6 
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low the resolution of light microscopes. In a TEM, electrons travel through vacuum to 

the sample which is mounted on a special grid. Electromagnetic lenses focus the elec-

trons into a very thin beam. The electron beam travels through the specimen, where 

some of the electrons are scattered or absorbed by the material. The residual transmit-

ting electrons hit a sensor e.g. a CCD camera at the bottom of the microscope, and 

create a "shadow image" of the specimen with its different parts displayed in varied 

darkness according to their density. The sample is moved under the electron beam, so 

that areas of up to several µm2 can be scanned, dependent on the enlargement. The 

recorded image scan can be analyzed with respect to characteristics of interest. The 

resolution of a light microscope is limited by the wavelength of light; theoretically the 

smallest observable structure size would be 200 nm. The particle – wave character of 

electrons makes their wavelengths dependent on the accelerating voltage. For accel-

eration voltage values around 100 kV the wavelength of electrons are in the range of 

picometers. Theoretically, resolutions of sub – atomic 1/10 Ǻ could be achieved, but 

due to the inefficiency of the electromagnetic lenses which focus the beam, resolutions 

of around 0.2 nm are the maximum reached. 

3.1.6 Dynamic Light Scattering 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is one of the most popular methods used to 

determine the size of colloidal particles or aggregates in suspension. It is based on the 

fact that colloidal particles in solution undergo Brownian motion which can be detected 

via intensity fluctuation of backscattered light. The correlation of these intensity fluctua-

tions can be translated into the size of the particles. 

During measurements, a monochromatic (laser) light beam is focused onto a 

colloidal dispersion. Each single particle or aggregate functions as scattering center for 

the incoming light whilst it undergoes random thermal (Brownian) motion. The fact that 

the particles move according to their size – the smaller ones faster, the larger ones 

slower– causes an interference pattern of the backscattered light, which changes in 

time. Thus, the backscattered light arriving at the detector under a certain angle shows 

time resolved intensity fluctuations which can be analyzed with respect to the mean 

relaxation time of these intensity fluctuations using an intensity autocorrelation function. 

For a monodisperse sample with polydispersity index (PDI) of one, the time 

dependent relaxation of a system would follow a single exponential decay and the 

steepness of the decay would be related to the diffusion coefficient (D) of the particles 

in medium. 
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A polydisperse sample, would give rise to a series of exponential decay func-

tions with unlike steep decays. Via the Stokes – Einstein equation  

D is connected to the hydrodynamic radius (Rh or zave) of a equivalent sphere 

in medium of known viscosity (η). Dynamic light scattering can be used for the analysis 

of samples containing small nanoparticles of around 2 - 5 nm in diameter, as well as for 

polydisperse samples which contain micrometer – sized aggregates. The method 

analyses liquid samples non - invasively, thus, it is often used as a complementary 

technique to TEM, where the samples have to be dried before analysis. 

 

3.2 Stability Study of Particle Dispersions 

3.2.1 Motivation 

When studying TLFs with NR or GISAXS, the films have to fulfill certain ex-

perimental requirements. The surface area of the film has to be substantially larger 

than the illuminated area (footprint), so that a measurement without border effects can 

be guaranteed. For the neutron beam with a footprint of about 1 – 2 cm length and 

1 cm width, a frame for the film of 2.5 x 3.9 cm is used. The X – ray beam has a com-

parable smaller footprint of about 3 – 4 mm length and 40 µm width, so the film area is 

smaller with 1.175 x 2.5 cm. In contrast to the TLFs in the glass ring cells with a diame-

ter no larger than 140 µm, the larger films show substantial differences in terms of me-

chanical stability, plane parallelism and evaporation of the film due to the larger surface 

area. The stability of the films is not only challenged by the increased surface area of 

the films, but also by extreme duration of single measurements of up to 8 h. Evapora-

tion is another factor, which is increasingly dominant in experiments with large TLFs. 

Low humidity and unstable temperature conditions in the beamline halls, plus occa-

sionally emerging technically induced vibrations motivate the usage of an advanced 

experimental cell setup. We used the cell presented in Figure 3.6 for the best possible 

evaporation protection. The realization of the large and stable films was attempted by 

increasing the viscosity of the film forming solution, thus we decided to add 25 vol. % 

glycerol to the film forming solutions. In order to see the impact of the glycerol on the 

system, short and long term stability studies were performed. The main techniques 

used were DLS and TEM. 

 Equation 3.7 
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3.2.2 Stability (Short Term) 

As reference, the  particles stabilized by oleic acid (OA) in aqueous so-

lution, were characterized. The focus was put on their average diameter and aggrega-

tion. DLS and TEM (Figure 3.9) studies agreed, that the diameter is in average 9 ± 2 

nm, but varying in the range from 5 - 16 nm. 

 

Figure 3.9  TEM image of  particles. The average diameter of the particles is 

9 nm ± 2, whereas the smallest are 5 nm and the largest up to 16 nm in diameter. 

For preparation of the film forming solutions, a specified amount of  par-

ticles were diluted in water and mixed with the surfactant , the electrolyte 

NaCl, and glycerol. A series of TEM and DLS measurements for all possible combina-

tions of H2O, 25 vol % glycerol, 0.6 mg/ml , 0.4 mM  and 0.2 M NaCl 

always in the presence of  was performed. In that way, we can understand the 

impact of each single ingredient. For the NR and GISAXS measurements all of the 

above components are part of the film forming solution. The results of the measure-

ment series can be summarized as the following:  

• In all samples, separated particles of diameter 5 - 15 nm were found. The sam-

ple which is used for NR and GISAXS measurements is shown in Figure 3.10. 

• In absence of surfactant (0 mM ) and presence of electrolyte (0.2 M 

NaCl) and glycerol (25 vol%), the samples turn cloudy and aggregate.  

• In all of the samples containing electrolyte (0.2 M NaCl) aggregation was de-

tected besides the sample containing additional surfactant .  
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• The addition of glycerol destabilizes the samples, and a tendency for increased 

aggregation can be observed in all of the samples. 

• The dispersion used in GISAXS and NR experiments (Figure 3.10) contains, 

next to single scattered nanoparticles, aggregates in the diameter range of 20 –

 83 nm (∅ = 43 ± 18 nm). 

 

Figure 3.10  TEM image dispersion containing 0.4 mM βC12G2, 0.2 M NaCl, 25 % glycerol, 

and 0.6 mg/ml Fe3O4. Next to the single scattered particles, also aggregates can be observed. 

The results indicate that  is necessary to stabilize the samples, with-

out it large aggregates and instable samples are observed. We attribute the effect to 

screening of the particle’s surface charges and additional detachment of oleic acid from 

particles. It seems that the surfactant attaches to the particles to “protect“ them from 

aggregation. The addition of glycerol supports aggregation, thus in the sample for NR 

and GISAXS aggregates with mean diameter of 43 nm were found. This result needs to 

be kept in mind for interpretation of the thinning behavior of small TLFs containing par-

ticles in comparison to results from NR and GISAXS experiments. 

3.2.3 Stability (Long Term) 

After understanding that glycerol supports aggregation in the film forming solu-

tions, studies on the long term stability of the particulate dispersions were performed. 

The intention of the study was to find out the maximum time in which the dispersions 

could be prepared before the NR and GISAXS experiments. 

First, the long term stability of the  particle sample in the original con-

centration was studied. It was found that the sample remained stable for more than one 
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year in the bottle from the company (2007, ∅ = 9.1 ± 2.6 nm, 4.3 ≤ ∅ ≤ 17.4 nm; 2009, 

∅ = 9.0 ± 2.5 nm, 5.1 ≤ ∅ ≤ 15.9 nm). After dilution of the  sample with H2O, se-

vere aggregation was observed, depending on the dilution factor. 

When we studied the samples for NR and GISAXS experiments, we found that 

the dispersions were at least 49 days stable (Table 3.1). The predominant species re-

mained the separated scattered particles (99.1 %) and a small percentage (0.9 %) 

were aggregates in the size of ∅ = 47 – 51 nm, comparable to the sample which was 

measured one day after preparation and gave ∅ = 43 nm. After 14 days and after 49 

days no significant indication for destabilization could be observed. 

 

Table 3.1 DLS study on the long term stability of the dispersion containing 0.6 mg/ml 

Fe3O4 particles, 0.4 mM βC12G2 surfactant; 25 % glycerol; 0.2 M NaCl. The period between 

sample preparation and measurement is given, The mean diameter based on the intensity of 

scattered ligh zave ,the polydispersity index (PDI), as well as the particle diameters by number 

and respective fractions.  

Time Zave in nm PDI 

Number 

Ø in nm          % 

8 

days 
10.7 0.4 

8.1 

47.5 

99.1 

0.9 

14 

days 
9.6 0.4 

10.1 

51.4 

99.4 

0.6 

49 

days 
9.1 0.3 

5.8 

46.6 

99.9 

0.1 

 

Following from the above results, all samples for NR and GISAXS experi-

ments were prepared not more than eight days before they were used. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1  Thin Liquid Films in Nanofluidics – Dynamics of Thinning of 
Films from the Non – Ionic Surfactant β  – C12G2 

4.1.1 Introduction 

When using a thin, free standing liquid film as nanofluidic channel, the charac-

terization of the bulk and the interfaces of the film is a basic requirement. The proper-

ties of foam films from the non – ionic surfactant n – dodecyl – β – maltoside 

( ) in the non – equilibrium state, during the process of film formation (thin-

ning) is presented in the following chapter and can be found in literature 64. The ex-

periments will be conducted with focus on the effect of the surfactant concentration on 

the thinning velocity. A sufficient amount of ions, here sodium chloride (NaCl), sup-

presses the electrostatic double layer repulsion between the film interfaces, so that we 

can follow the thinning of the films until the formation of the very thin NBF. The thinning 

behavior will be analyzed with a combination of existing theoretical models and analyti-

cal and numerical methods. We aim at quantitative information on the mobility of the 

surfactant molecules in the air / liquid interfaces, and on their concentration distribution. 

4.1.2 Characterization of the Film Forming Solution 

The surface tension of the film forming solution, which is specific for each sur-

factant gives insight into the purity of the system and characteristic numbers, like the 

critical micellar concentration (cmc). The surface tension measurements of aqueous 

solutions containing 0.2 M of NaCl and concentrations of surfactant of 0 - 

4⋅10-2 mM are shown in Figure 4.1 and complement already published data from Ref 16. 

The experimentally obtained isotherm was fitted with the software IsoFit 68 us-

ing the Langmuir – Szyskowski model according to Equation 2.4 (p.6). Considering the 

length of the hydrophobic chains of the surfactant molecule, the Frumkin adsorption 

model, which takes into account in – plane attraction or repulsion, was also applied but 

the resulting fit showed no substantial difference in the fitting parameters, so that we 

decided for the Langmuir – Szyskowski Model. The surface tension of the surfactant 

free solvent containing 0.2 M NaCl was determined to be σ0 = 72.2 mN/m. 
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Figure 4.1   Surface tension of aqueous solution containing 0.2 M NaCl and : solid 

symbols, data measured in the present work; open symbols, data from Ref 16. The solid line 

indicates the best fit to the data using the Langmuir – Szyskowski isotherm. 

We obtain the following values for the fitting parameters:  = 4.09·10-

6 mol/m2 and a = 3.97·10-3 mM.  corresponds to a molecular area of 0.41 nm2 which 

is about twice the cross section of an aliphatic chain. Hence, these chains are disor-

dered and the density is determined by the sugar moiety or the surfactant (The struc-

ture of the molecule is shown in Figure 6.1, p.87). The critical micelle concentration 

(cmc) of the surfactant was determined from the kink point of the curve to be 0.16 mM. 

The values for a,  and the cmc are similar to those found in the literature 49, 69-70. 

4.1.3 Dynamics of Thinning 

We recorded the dynamics of thinning of foam films stabilized by different 

amounts of the non – ionic surfactant  in the presence of 0.2 M NaCl. In 

Figure 4.2 we show experimental data sets of the change of the film thickness over the 

time during the film formation process. Each dataset is an average of eight measure-

ments. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the average. The theoretical 

fits are shown as solid lines, the procedure to obtain the fits is explained in the follow-

ing chapter. The thinning curves are each presented as different graphs for reasons of 

clarity. We can see that the start of the thinning is the point of Imax (t=0), which corre-

lates to the maximum thickness hmax of ~ 100 nm. The thinning was followed until the 

films spontaneously became NBFs at the critical rupture thickness hcr. A trend from 

lower to higher hcr with increasing surfactant concentration can be observed. 
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Figure 4.2   Experimentally recorded dynamics of thinning for foam films from solution with 

0.2 M NaCl and  from 0.01 mM to 1 mM. Each of the curves is an average result of 

eight measurements. The error bars indicate the standard deviation from the mean. The theo-

retical fits are shown as solid lines. 

We did not perform an in – depth analysis of hcr, which would be necessary to 

discuss the dependence of hcr from the surfactant concentration. We focused here on 

the in – depth analysis of the process of film thinning. 

4.1.4 Theoretical Approach to Analyze the Thinning of TLFs 

A combination of previously developed theoretical approaches for the quanti-

tative analysis of the dynamics of film thinning will be introduced in the following. The 

aim is a physical fitting function, which can be used to analyze the data in respect of 

interfacial characteristics. Refs 27, 71-72, as well as references therein, give a more de-

tailed derivation of the theory. Here, a qualitative understanding of the main assump-

tions and necessary steps are presented in order to be able to obtain a physical fitting 

function. 
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We have seen before, that when the Reynolds theory of liquid outflow from 

solid plates was applied to foam films, the drainage was faster than predicted by the 

theory (compare chapter 2.4, p.17), and a modified Stefan – Reynolds equation for film 

thinning was formulated (Equation 2.15, p.19) 20.  

It was further found that the conditions under which Equation 2.15 was ob-

tained are not met due to the fluidity of the film interfaces 71. The interfaces, a fluid mo-

saic of adsorbed surfactant molecules, are neither necessarily non – deformable nor 

are the surfactant molecules at the interfaces immobile. At this point, we neglect inter-

facial deformability according to Ref 72 and explain briefly how the fluidity of the inter-

faces and resulting fluxes influence the thinning velocity of foam films. 

The first assumption is that the amount of surfactant at the surface remains 

constant during the thinning process 72. This dynamic equilibrium between surfactant 

adsorption to and desorption from the film interfaces is assumed to be diffusion con-

trolled according to the bulk diffusion flux  with  and  the diffusion 

constant of molecules in the bulk (Figure 4.3 (a)). 

 

Figure 4.3   Fluxes, which determine the effective velocity of thinning of a thin liquid film. a) 

Diffusion – controlled adsorption process: the bulk diffusion flux jb determines the surfactant 

mass balance between bulk and film surface. b) The convective flux jc, is a result of the hydro-

dynamic thinning of the film. It drags surfactant molecules at the interfaces towards the periph-

ery of the film. The gradient in the surface tension is reduced by surface diffusion processes js 

and adsorption processes a). 

As shown in Figure 4.3 (b), it is further assumed that there are opposing inter-

facial fluxes: the convective flux jc and the surface flux js. The convective flux jc is a re-

sult of the pressure driven hydrodynamic outflow of liquid from the film. At the inter-
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faces,  drags surfactant molecules with the velocity vs towards the periphery 

of the film if the adsorption density Γ of molecules is low enough and the spacing in 

between the molecules is high enough. This situation of a non – zero velocity at the 

interfaces accelerates the thinning process of the film (similar to slip of liquid at solid 

interfaces). 

The random diffusion of molecules at the film interfaces, here surface diffusion 

flux  with  the diffusion constant of molecules in the surface, compen-

sates the interfacial outflow of molecules together with the adsorption and desorption 

processes of surfactant molecules between bulk and interfaces. 

If there were no interfacial or bulk diffusion ( ), a surface tension 

gradient between the film center and periphery would be created and this would be 

compensated by a (Marangoni) back – flow. Dependent on the gradient, this could re-

duce the interfacial velocity to zero and the thinning process should follow the Rey-

nolds model for solid interfaces. Instead, due to adsorption/ desorption and diffusion 

processes, the concentration of surfactant at the interface during the thinning process 

is assumed to be constant.  

An increase in the effective thinning velocity of a foam film is linked to the in-

terfacial mobility of surfactant molecules and can be directly related to the surface and 

bulk diffusion coefficients. Hence, the thinning of thin parallel axi – symmetric films with 

fluid interfaces is noted according to Ref 71 as the ratio of the experimentally obtained 

thinning velocity V and the theoretical thinning velocity  for the system with rigid 

interfaces. In the case that  ( ), the contributions from bulk diffusion 

and surface diffusion are expressed by the parameters b and hs according to Equation 

4.1. 

 Equation 4.1 

These parameters are directly connected to the diffusion coefficients of the 

molecules in the bulk  and at the film interfaces ,  

 

 

Equation 4.2 
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with known values for the dynamic viscosity of water η, the temperature , the 

Boltzmann’s constant , and the concentration of surfactant under equilibrium condi-

tions c. The Langmuir adsorption coefficient  and the maximum adsorption density 

 can be deduced from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. That makes  and  

useful fitting parameters for the analysis of experimental thinning data with Equation 

4.1 as a fitting function. 

In order to obtain a suitable fitting function, we followed Ref 72 and Equation 

4.1 was rewritten with the required input and fitting parameters and with numerical and 

analytical software tools. Then this expression was analytically solved for  resulting in 

an analytical formula of the symbolic form  64 

 

Equation 4.3 

with h, AH, Pc, and Rf as input parameters and b and hs as fitting parameters.  

For the statistical differentiation of our fitted results we applied the reduced  

method. Equation 4.1 was solved numerically for  and we obtain the function 

. This function can then numerically be fitted to our data for 

discrete time intervals  (here every  seconds), whilst minimizing the reduced  

function, according to Equation 4.3. The scattering of the thickness values was imple-

mented into the fit as the weight . 

4.1.5 Fitting Results 

According to the above – described method, we fitted the experimental data of 

foam films stabilized by in the presence of 0.2 M NaCl with respect to the 

parameter for surface diffusion hs. An average value of Rf was given as input parame-
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ter because of minor deviations between the single experiments. A first estimate for b 

and hs/h in Equation 4.1 shows, that b is expected to be by a factor of b smaller than 

the value of hs/h over the complete range of surfactant concentration. Hence, we ne-

glect the contribution of b, and we do not expect reliable information on the bulk diffu-

sion coefficient for our system from this method. 

The resulting values for the fitted parameters and its corresponding  –

 values, can be seen in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1 Quantitative values for fitting parameter hs and surface diffusion coefficients Ds ob-

tained via the thinning dynamics of foam films from solutions of different concentrations of 

 in the presence of 0.2 M NaCl. The value of surface coverage for each concentration 

is provided. The error criteria  for the fits, in the case of mobile interfaces , and 

for comparison, assuming immobile interfaces with  are listed.  

β - C12G2 

conc. (mM) Γ (10-6mol/m2) hs (nm) Ds (10-8 m2/s) 

χν
2 

h2≠b ≠0 

χν
2

 

hs =b=0 

0.01 2.92 20.7 8.62 0.207 7.165 

0.02 3.41 9.2 7.66 0.057 1.62 

0.04 3.72 2.2 3.67 0.219 0.391 

0.06 3.83 1.3 3.25 0.391 0.543 

0.12 3.94 0 0 --- 0.533 

0.15 3.98 0 0 --- 0.216 

0.4 4.09 0 0 --- 0.403 

1.0 4.09 0 0 --- 0.351 

 

The resulting ratio of the experimentally obtained thinning velocity V and the 

theoretical thinning velocity  for the system with rigid interfaces V/VRe (Equation 4.1, 

p.38) indicates, as shown in Figure 4.4 , an up to 75% increase of the thinning velocity 

for foam films from solutions with a surfactant concentration of 0.06 mM or lower due to 

mobile interfaces. For higher concentrations of surfactant, we can fit the data with 
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values for hs of 10-4 nm but we reach the resolution of the method at hs ≈ 5⋅10-1 nm and 

therefore we are not able to make quantitative predictions for very low surface diffusion 

coefficients. However, we were able to fit the data of 0.12 – 1 mM with a fitting parame-

ter hs = Ds = 0, which means that the model assuming rigid interfaces (Equation 2.15) 

suffices to describe the data. 

 

Figure 4.4   Experimentally obtained velocity of thinning (V) compared to Rey-

nolds’ / Scheludko’s thinning velocity (VRe). (left) plotted versus h-1 The slope represents the 

fitting parameter hs; the intercepts of the lines with the ordinate are the fitting parameter (1+b). 

(right) Ratio of V/VRe for films from different concentrations of surfactant, at constant thickness 

of h = 40 nm.  

When applying the modified Stefan Reynolds’ model for film thinning 

(Equation 2.15 p.19) to fit the data sets for 0.01 mM – 0.06 mM  (hs = Ds = 0) 

the fits assuming rigid interfaces deviate substantially from the measured data points, 

whereas the fits which account for interfacial diffusion processes, pass accurately 

through the average data points as in Figure 4.5 for 0.02 mM of .  

The statistical difference between the curves using an error analysis based on 

the reduced  criteria is apparent. We obtain for the assumption of mobile surfaces 

and molecular movement in the bulk (hs ≠ 0) the value for  of 0.057 and for the fit 

assuming immobile surfaces (hs = 0) the value for  of 1.62. The value of  = 0.057 

appears too good (overfitting) which we attribute to the rather high standard deviation 

of the average data points. 
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Figure 4.5   Experimental thinning data of a foam film from solution containing 0.02 mM 

of  and 0.2M NaCl (grey squares) fitted with (hs > 0) and without (hs = 0) contribution of 

the surface diffusion parameter hs (black lines). 

Nevertheless, a fit which gives a  value of 1.62 can be accepted as statisti-

cally different to the experimental data. Using the probability distribution we found that 

the fit which accounts for immobile surfaces represents the data points with a probabil-

ity better than 5 %. Hence, we can assume that the interfaces of the films are mobile 

( ) below a surfactant concentration of 0.12 mM, which leads to a faster drainage 

of the film. For a concentration of  larger than 0.12 mM the interfaces seem 

“blocked”. Nevertheless, the interfacial mobility at 0.12 mM and 0.15 mM, both below 

the cmc, could be either below the resolution of the method or those films have blocked 

interfaces and no accelerated outflow.  

The surface diffusion coefficients calculated according to Equation 4.2 from 

the fitting parameter hs show a dependence on the concentration of  in the 

film forming solution as presented in Figure 4.6 top. There are two major regimes of 

. For high concentrations of surfactant (≥ 0.12 mM) we can predict that Ds is close to 

zero. We assume, for that regime, that the film surfaces are rigid – like with tightly 

packed surfactant molecules. With decreasing concentration of surfactant in the bulk 

and therefore decreasing amount of surfactant at the interface,  increases system-

atically and we obtain the highest value for  of m2/s at our lowest concen-

tration of surfactant, 0.01 mM . 
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Figure 4.6   Top: Concentration dependent coefficient of surface diffusion Ds of foam films 

during the thinning process calculated from fitting parameters hs as black squares, the line indi-

cates the decrease of Ds following the free volume model 73; Bottom: Surface coverage Γ calcu-

lated from surface tension of the bulk solution. Theoretical Γ∞ indicated as dashed line. 

The value for  in the range of  m2/s is analogous to that presented in the 

literature 72, 74-75. Even though, it seems rather high, since the self diffusion of water 

molecules in the bulk is  m2/s 5 . Generally, the diffusion coefficients at the 

surfaces are a factor of 10 lower. Therefore, we accept this value as an apparent sur-

face diffusion coefficient, which might include effects of drag or convection forces, 

which accelerate the thinning process and reflect the measured value of the surface 

diffusion coefficient. 
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4.1.6 Interpretation of the Diffusion Coefficient according to the Free Volume 

Model 

Studies on phospholipid monolayers spread at interfaces show that the sur-

face diffusion coefficient of a monolayer of amphiphilic molecules depends on the free 

area per molecule  with  the average molecular area for certain surfactant 

concentration and a0 the minimum required area per surfactant molecule. The surface 

coverage, as shown in Figure 4.6 bottom, is an indication for the mean free area a 

molecule has at the interfaces for a certain surfactant concentration. We obtained a 

molecular area at saturation of 0.41 nm2 which is reasonable as one expects this value 

to be above a0. Reported literature values range between 0.30 nm2 and 0.50 nm2 but 

seem higher than the maximum space a  molecule would need with a single 

hydrocarbon chain (~ 0.20 nm2) and two sugar rings (maximum length of 0.12 nm). 

Experiments with deposition of  on solid substrates 76  showed a minimum 

free area necessary for the molecules of 0.30nm2 which could indicate, that in solution 

the sugar rings tend to bind water, which prevents the formation of tightly packed inter-

facial layers of . 

The free volume model 73 assumes a linear dependence between ln  and 

the inverse of the effective mean free area af. 

  Equation 4.4 

The coefficient A yields an upper value of Ds for 1/af  0 and B stands for the 

minimal critical free area ac necessary for the displacement of a molecule. With the free 

volume model, we are able to approximate our data with the value of ac = 0.29 nm2 and 

obtain a decay of for increasing surface coverage according to our experimental 

results (compare Figure 4.6 top solid line). 

The reasonable fit of the experimental points and the reasonable value ob-

tained for ac suggest that even though the values we obtained for Ds are larger than 

expected, the additional driving force for molecular diffusion at the film surfaces is in-

dependent of the surfactant concentration. This force is equal for all concentrations 

which allow the data to be properly presented using the free volume model. We should 

add that the free volume model is applicable although the diffusion coefficients are or-

ders of magnitude higher than expected. This is probably due to the inverse propor-

tionality of diffusion and viscosity. Therefore, also any convective motion should obey 

the free volume model given by  Equation 4.4. 
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4.1.7 Conclusions 

The dynamics of thinning of foam films prepared from solutions of the non – 

ionic surfactant  with different concentration have been investigated. The 

surfactant concentration varied from 0.01 – 1.0 mM, the electrolyte concentration was 

kept constant at 0.2 M NaCl. Thin liquid films are formed from a drop of a liquid which 

contains a sufficient concentration of surfactant to stabilize the film. Under the actions 

of the capillary pressure and, below a certain thickness, also the attractive van der 

Waals disjoining pressure, the liquid from the drop is expelled, and a liquid film is 

formed. Studies on the velocity of film thinning supply important information about the 

attraction between the film surfaces (negative disjoining pressure), but also about the 

dynamics of the surfactant molecules on the film surfaces. We used a classical theo-

retical model to describe the thinning process and were able to distinguish between 

different regimes of thinning. The thinning can be described according to the outflow of 

liquid from between two rigid disks (Reynolds’ thinning) at concentrations higher than 

0.12 mM. The results show that the “blocking” of interfaces seems to happen at lower 

concentrations than the spontaneous formation of micelles at the cmc of 0.16 mM. For 

concentrations of surfactant below 0.12 mM, we observed an accelerated thinning due 

to non – zero velocity at the film interfaces. The surface diffusion coefficients we ob-

tained follow the free volume model which suggests an increase of Ds with increasing 

mean area per molecule. The mobility of interfaces plays an important role for films 

thinner than 100 nm and thus for nanofluidic systems. The outflow velocity increased 

with decreasing amount of surfactant and with decreasing film thickness. These results 

make us able to design appropriate TLFs for studies on more complex fluid systems. 
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4.2 Effect of Ionic Geometry on the Force Balance (Stability) in 

Thin Liquid Films 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The classical DLVO theory predicts that the double layer electrostatic interac-

tions (repulsion) between two interfaces (e.g. two particles in solution, two interfaces of 

common foam or emulsion films etc.) depend on the salt concentration and the charge 

(valence) of the ions which are present in the solution. This repulsive force together 

with the van der Waals attraction governs the distance between the two interfaces. The 

DLVO theory is sensitive to the charge density at interfaces, to the concentration of 

ions at IFs, but not to the specific interactions and ion properties like the shape of the 

ion. The DLVO theory describes forces which act on average in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the IFs, but does not cover forces, which act in the plane of the IFs or local struc-

tural changes at the IFs, like surfactant density fluctuations. 

The main characteristic of the flow of liquids in nanofluidic applications is the 

length and width of the channels. If the walls of the channels are separated only by 

several ten nanometers from each other, one has to consider also the interactions be-

tween the channel walls to each other. The interfaces of a TLF consist of adsorbed 

molecules, are thus liquid like, and the molecules are moveable. The assumption that 

interfacial interactions may lead to oscillations with amplitudes ranging in the width of 

the channels and could even block those, can be discussed in analogy to the stability 

of TLFs. 

 Colloidal additives or impurities, which can be ignored in microfluidic channel 

dimensions, have to be studied in nanofluidic geometries. As seen in many biological 

and geological processes, the understanding of the behavior of water, ions and small 

particles in confined geometries is crucial 77. A well – documented example from na-

ture, the condensation of DNA, illustrates the possible influence of bulk liquid additives 

on adjacent interfaces. 

The described events may be modeled using thin liquid free standing (foam) 

films. The influence of the salt concentration on the common film (CF) thickness is a 

standard experiment in the studies on thin liquid films. Usually monovalent salts are 

used 25, 27, 78-80, but also studies with ions having higher charges were performed 25, 27, 81-

82 . Most of the studies confirm the predictions of the classical DLVO theory that the 

thickness of CF will decrease on the addition of salts to the film forming solutions. 

However, some exceptions were observed e.g. when Ca2+ salts were used. In this 
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case, instead of decrease in the film thickness upon the addition of salt, an increase 

was observed at moderate concentrations followed by decrease in the film thickness 

according to the DLVO theory81. The effects were explained with specific binding of the 

Ca2+ ions to the surfaces and a resulting increased interfacial charge until the ion con-

centration reached a value which compresses the diffuse double layer. 

There are no studies in the literature which examine the role of the shape of 

the ions on the strength of the electrostatic repulsive disjoining pressure in the thin 

films. In the present chapter we present the results of our studies on the stability of the 

TLFs, with respect to the influence of the geometry of electrolyte in the film forming 

solution. In detail, we are interested in the role of charged, multivalent, rod – like ions 

on the thinning dynamics and stability of TLFs compared to those prepared in the pres-

ence of monovalent ions of the NaCl. This study may answer the question how the ge-

ometry of bulk additives can influence the stability of a nanofluidic channel. 

4.2.2 Stability and Equilibrium of TLFs from  and Ions 

A typical example of the influence of the salt concentration on the film thick-

ness is presented on Figure 4.7 for films stabilized by the non ionic surfactant  

in presence of NaCl to the film forming solution 16. 

  

Figure 4.7  Dependence of the equivalent film thickness hw on the concentration of NaCl. 

The  concentration is constant at 1.0⋅10-3 M, measured at room temperature. All lines 

are only guides for the eye 16. 

The thickness of the films decreases continuously on addition of NaCl in the 

range where common films (CFs) are formed. Above a certain salt concentration, the 

films are so thin that they look black in reflected light and are thus called common 
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black films (CBFs). Upon further addition of NaCl, only NBFs with constant thickness 

are formed. Between these two ranges of stable films exists a range of salt concentra-

tions where films with intermediate thickness between those of CFs and NBFs are 

formed. The dependencies of film thickness and lifetime on the electrolyte concentra-

tion in the initial solutions allow one to estimate the critical electrolyte concentration at 

which the CF / NBF transition occurs 25 (p. 201). 

A precise look into the statistic of the experiments with these films shows that 

first CFs are formed. In these CFs, thinner black spots with the thickness of NBFs are 

formed. The probability for their formation varies with the change of the salt concentra-

tion being higher with increased salt concentration. This means that in this range of 

concentrations the probability for formation of either of the both types of black films is 

strongly dependent on small changes in the salt concentration or more generally the 

action of the double layer repulsion. It is already shown in the literature that the process 

of formation of NBFs in the thicker CFs is a stochastic process similar to the film rup-

ture 50, 83. Once the CFs are formed they either rupture or form more stable (lower en-

ergy) NBFs. A jump – like change in thickness is observed in Figure 4.7 at a certain 

concentration of electrolyte. With a further increase in electrolyte concentration, a film 

with a thickness of 6.6 nm is formed, which does not change in thickness. 

The transition from CF to NBF reflects the transition from higher energy state 

to a lower energy state of the system. This transition needs certain activation energy 

which is related to the difference between the repulsive electrostatic double layer re-

pulsion part of the disjoining pressure Πel and the van der Waals attraction part ΠvdW 

(Figure 2.3, p.12). The activation is a result of the oscillations of the film surfaces (2.3.4 

p.16) which may bring the two surfaces so close together that the contribution of ΠvdW is 

large enough to overcome the Πel. 

Figure 4.8 presents the change in film thickness over time showing the time it 

takes (respectively the probability) for formation of a NBF in the CF. The transition time 

τ decreases with increasing NaCl concentration from 160 min for τNaCl (1.2 mM)  to  25 min 

for τNaCl (6.0 mM). 
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Figure 4.8  Thinning of TLFs from 0.2 mM  and 1.2 – 6.0 mM NaCl. The time τNaCl 

of transition from CF to NBF decreases with increasing concentration of NaCl;  

τNaCl = 160 min (1.2 mM) - 25 min (6.0 mM). 

 

We also study the behavior of TLFs containing spermidine instead of NaCl in 

the solution. The results are presented as a function of the ionic strength thus avoiding 

inconsistencies because of the different charges of both salts. The spermidine mole-

cule of roughly 1 nm length has the molecular structure as shown in Figure 4.9. With 

addition of hydrochloride (HCl), the amine groups are protonated and the product is 

spermidine trihydrochloride. The single positive charges are located at each ammonia 

end group of the molecule and one at the central amino group. 

 

Figure 4.9  A rod – like spermidine molecule of roughly 1 nm length. With addition of 

hydrochloride (HCl), the amine groups are protonated and the product is spermidine 

trihydrochloride. 

The location of the charges at the molecule account for the rod – like appear-

ance, since bending or folding would induce electrostatic repulsion. With the pH value 

of the solution, we can determine the state of protonation. It is confirmed that at pH 6.6, 

98% of the spermidine molecules in solution are triprotonated 84. 
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In presence of spermidine with the same ionic strength (IB) in the solution as 

NaCl, the transition occurs immediately after the film thins or it occurs up to 10 min 

after the formation of a CF. 

 

Figure 4.10  Thinning of TLFs from 0.2 mM  and IB =  6.0 mM of (a) spermidine and 

(b) NaCl. The transition times from CF to NBF are (a) τsp = 5 min, and (b) τNaCl = 25 min. 

The comparison between NaCl and spermidine is shown in Figure 4.10 (a, b). 

The system with spermidine has a shorter observable transition time from CF to NBF of 

τsp = 5 min, compared to the TLF system with NaCl τNaCl = 25 min. There might be dif-

ferent reasons why the transition occurs with different probabilities in both systems. 

One of those could be the different balances between Πel and ΠvdW in the systems. This 

has to be reflected not only in a higher probability for transition from CF to NBF, but 

also in different velocities of film thinning, being higher for the system with lower Πel 

(Equation 2.15, p.19). 
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Figure 4.11 presents two thinning curves for films with either NaCl or sper-

midine. Any specific adsorption of ions in interfacial layers would cause a change of the 

surface potential and the thickness of the diffusive double layer (change of Debye 

length). There is no difference in the velocity of film formation between the two cases 

which means that the interactions at long distances between the film surfaces are simi-

lar. 

 

Figure 4.11   Comparison of the thinning behavior of films from NaCl and films from sper-

midine, each in the presence of 0.2 mM . The ionic strength for the solution containing 

NaCl is 3 mM (pH = 6.7) and for the spermidine solution 2.4 mM (pH = 6.9). 

No other changes in the films are observed in the presence of spermidine 

compared to NaCl. The thickness of the CF and NBF are equal in the limits of the ex-

perimental error (see Figure 4.12). The CF and NBF thickness values for TLFs from 

0.2 mM  with spermidine (filled symbols) and NaCl (empty symbols). The CF 

thickness is ~ 11 nm, and the NBF thickness is ~ 6 nm, independent of the concentra-

tion and valence of ions. 
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Figure 4.12  The CF and NBF thickness values for TLFs from 0.2 mM  with sper-

midine (filled symbols) and NaCl (empty symbols). The CF thickness is ~ 11 nm, and the NBF 

thickness is ~ 6 nm, independent of the concentration and valence of ions. 

The same thickness values of CFs mean that their Πel are similar. Further-

more, no difference in the steric interactions, in the case of NBFs, and the electrostatic 

interactions for CFs is observed. The equivalent thickness for the NBFs of hw = 6.6 nm 

agrees well with literature values for the same system. We could not observe stable 

CFs over the whole concentration range, therefore the data for spermidine covers a 

smaller concentration range than the NaCl data. 

 

Figure 4.13  Time from Imax to transition from CF to NBF is τ, the transition time. For TLFs from 

0.2 mM  and 1 - 30 mM of spermidine (filled symbols) and NaCl (empty symbols), the 

transition times vary between τsp = 5 min, and τNaCl = 25 min. 
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At all concentrations of ions, there are no stable CF formed. Surface tension 

data for the respective ionic strength values show maximum variations of ± 0.1 mN/m 

for the samples containing NaCl, and ± 0.2 mN/m for the samples containing sper-

midine. It can be followed, that there is no systematic difference between the interfaces 

of the two systems which we compare.The only difference is the huge variation in the 

transition time for the CF / NBF for both systems (see Figure 4.13).  

Changing the type of salt is expected to strongly influence the electrostatic 

double layer repulsion between the film surfaces; respectively, it controls the film thick-

ness. The electrostatic double layer potential for films stabilized with  in our 

range of concentrations is measured to be ca. 20 mV 25. This value is sensitive to the 

surfactant concentration and the pH value of the solution. The interfaces of aqueous 

foam films reach their isoelectric point around pH 4.5 25 (p. 143). This charge is a result of 

specific adsorption of OH- groups at the water/air interface. The non ionic surfactants 

compete for the same places at the interface with the OH - groups thus reducing the 

potential at the water interface until a certain value which remains constant independ-

ent of changes of pH < 4.5.  

The Bjerrum length is less than 0.7 nm and the molecule can be treated as 

one with three independent charges. 

The parameter most sensitive to the changes in the salt concentration is the 

electrostatic disjoining pressure. We have calculated it using the full mathematical for-

malism. The spermidine ions are electrostatically very asymmetric. They consist of one 

trivalent ion and 3 monovalent ions. Thus, any assumptions in the calculations are not 

possible and the full formulas for calculation of the electrostatic component of the dis-

joining pressure have to be applied. Πel is given by 

  Equation 4.5 

where  δel1 and δel2 are the number densities of the charged spermidine ions 

and respectively the Cl- counter ions in the solution. 

 and      Equation 4.6 

are the potentials at the midplane of the film (compare Figure 2.2, p.9) in pres-

ence of the cations and the anions under the assumption that ϕm is small and it is a 

sum of the potentials from each surface at . The parameters 
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 and       Equation 4.7 

for each of the ions cannot exceed unity. The Debye length κ-1 is given in its 

full form by 

  Equation 4.8 

with z1 and z2 the valences of the cations and the anions. This equation re-

duces to Equation 2.7 (p. 8) for symmetric electrolytes. 

The transition time CF / NBF as a function of the electrostatic disjoining pres-

sure is shown in Figure 4.14.  

 

Figure 4.14  Transition time CF/NBF as a function of the electrostatic disjoining pressure. 

 

The figure shows that up to a Πel of ca. 13 kPa the time for transition of CF into 

NBF for both salts is similar. Above this pressure the transition stays constant low for 

the systems which contain spermidine, but strongly increases to hundreds of minutes in 

the case of NaCl. Considering that no differences in the equilibrium film structure are 

observed between both salts the only explanation of the observed results could be 

based on the influence of the ion shape on the transition of CF to NBF. 

4.2.3 Classical Theory on Film Stability and Critical Rupture Thickness 

We need to answer the question if local fluctuations in the CF can induce local 

thickness reductions in such a way that the rod – like ion, spermidine, can alter the 
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conditions for film stability due to their geometry. A locally thinner spot of a film will ex-

perience a substantial increase in local attractive force, which can reduce the local 

thickness by a great extent. Dependent on the size of the molecules and the attractive 

forces of the walls, such local thickness changes could favor a bridging effect of the 

film interfaces and promote the attractions between the film surfaces.  

 

Figure 4.15   Scheme of a local spot of a TLF with negatively charged IFs. The spermidine 

ions are sketched as trivalently charged molecules between the film IFs. The formation of a 

bridge between both IFs is a potential way of arrangement. 

The transformation of the equivalent thickness data into real thickness accord-

ing to the three layer model, yield values of 10.2 ± 1 nm for CFs and 5.9 ± 1 nm for 

NBFs, thus roughly 0.6 nm smaller than the experimentally obtained equivalent thick-

ness values. The electrostatic length of a fully stretched spermidine molecule is ca. 

2.4 nm. The film interfaces are 10 nm apart. This thickness includes the thickness of 

the surfactant molecules which is estimated to be around 1.4 nm. Thus, the distance at 

which the two interfaces interact with their electrostatic double layers is 8.2 nm. Local 

film fluctuation as large as 3 nm may occur which can cause approach of the two inter-

faces at a distance of ca. 2.2 nm. That means we may have a 2.4 nm long rod in a 

2.2 nm wide channel. Thus, the rod like positive spermidine ion may create a bridge 

between the negative surfaces of the film and accelerate the transition of CF either to 

NBF or to film rupture. The rod – like ions causing a bridging of the interfaces is sche-

matically shown in Figure 4.15. 

In order to get an idea about the probability of the above described bridging, 

one can consider that fluctuations and rod arrangements follow a Gaussian probability 

distribution and the above described bridging is not located in the maximum of the 

probabilities but rather at the edges. Therefore the events are possible. This phenome-

non ranges in between long range and short range forces. There are extra electrostatic 

forces, which occur not in long distance as electrostatic forces usually do but in short 

range. The thinning passes the electrostatic long range forces phase, then the vdW 
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attraction forces, which get greater at thinner spots of local fluctuations. There, the vdW 

forces work towards a thinning of the film and in addition there is a short range electro-

static drag force, which pulls the IFs together, and forms a bridge like structure.  

4.2.4 Activation Energy Ea and Energy for Hole Nucleation 

We can describe the transition of a CF to a NBF as a chemical reaction. The 

transition will take place only when the two film surfaces come into close enough con-

tact that the attraction between them is so strong that the local thinning defect is stable 

and can only be increased and a growing black spot is formed. In order to reach the 

state of irreversible formation of a NBF the interaction between the film surfaces has to 

overcome an energy barrier as shown in Figure 2.3,  p.12. The activation energy is 

proportional to the probability for formation of NBF, respectively reciprocal to the time 

of stability of the higher energy state – in our case the NBF. Thus one can write 37 38 

where τ stands for the transition times for NaCl and spermidine, respectively, 

ΔEa describes the activation energy barrier of the systems.  

The equation allows us to calculate the difference in the activation energy of 

the transition CF to NBF in presence of NaCl and spermidine. The values are pre-

sented in Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2  Results for the transition times from CF to NBF for spermidine and NaCl 

ions dependent on their ionic strength. The activation energy differences ΔEa shows the differ-

ent energetic probabilities of the systems. (* extrapolated certain; ** extrapolated uncertain) 

Ionic Strength (mM) τ NaCl (min) τ Spermidine (min)  

1.2 170.62 5** 3.5 kBT* 

1.2 170.62 8** 3.1 kBT* 

2.4 80* 4.6 2.9 kBT* 

3 51.82 4.86* 2.4 kBT* 

6 23.1 4.95 1.5 kBT 

12 19.2* 8.02 0.9 kBT* 

30 13.2 5** 1.0 kBT* 

30 13.2* 8** 0.5 kBT* 

 Equation 4.9 
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All values are in the range of a few kBT. This is the gain of energy of the sys-

tem when the spermidine ions bridge the two film surfaces and thus accelerate the 

formation of NBF. The difference in the activation energies is in the range of the ther-

mal motion at the liquid surfaces and confirms that a bridging effect can be observed in 

our system. 

Spontaneous bridging, hole – formation, or local aggregation can occur due to tem-

perature gradients. It has been noted in literature, that ∆T of only 0.64 K leads to a 

change in the film thickness of 1 nm, which can create energetically the critical condi-

tions for the above phenomena to appear 85. Theoretical studies on the energy of ideal 

systems 86-87 indicated that there is an energy gain for the system when charged rods 

“bridge“ the gap in between oppositely charged interfaces. 

4.2.5 Influence of Yttrium Chloride (YCl3), another Trivalent Ion on the 

Transition CF / NBF 

In order to prove the appearance of bridging effects due to the specific rod –

 like shape of the spermidine ions (instead of the trivalent charge), we performed ex-

periments with YCl3 instead of spermidine in the film forming solution. The velocity of 

thinning, formation of equilibrium CF and NBF and the thickness is presented in Figure 

4.16. The thinning dynamics of a TLF from 0.2 mM  with the trivalent ion YCl3 

(IB = 2.4 mM) is shown in Figure 4.16. The CF has a thickness of 12.7 nm and the NBF 

a thickness of 6.7 nm. 

 

Figure 4.16   Thinning dynamics of a TLF from 0.2 mM  with the trivalent ion YCl3 

(IB = 2.4 mM). The CF thickness is 12.7 nm and the NBF thickness is 6.7 nm. 
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The direct comparison to the NaCl (IB = 3.0 mM) and the spermidine 

(IB = 2.4 mM) system, shows a longer transition time from CF to NBF than spermidine 

but a shorter than in presence of NaCl. The results are summarized in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3  Transition times τ from CF to NBF for TLFs from trivalent ions YCl3 in 

comparison to values from experiments with NaCl and spermidine with similar ionic strength IB. 

The pH – values of the film forming solutions, the NBF and CF thicknesses, as well as the di-

ameter Ø of the glass cell, which is responsible for Pc are given. 

Ion IB (mM) τ (min) pH h (NBF, nm) h (CF, nm) Ø (mm) 

Spermidine 2.4  4.6 6.9 6.1 10.4 4.5 

YCl3 2.4  16.0 6.5  6.7 12.7 4.3 

NaCl 3.0 51.8 6.7 7.1 10.4 3.6 

NaCl 1.2 170.6 7.4 5.9 11.7 4.5 

 

Following the classical DLVO theory the probability for formation of NBF 

should be similar to that of the spermidine ions. The results in Table 4.3 conclude that 

the multivalency of the ions has an effect on the system, but the effect of spermidine is 

more pronounced than for other trivalent ions. In order to get the pH – values of the 

YCl3 solution to be in the range of the others, some NaOH had to be added, this contri-

bution alters the ionic strength and respectively the results for film stability. This means 

that indeed τ (YCl3) must be larger than presented here and therefore, we cannot ex-

plain the enormous reduction of τ by spermidine solely by the ion valency. 

4.2.6 Influence of the Sign of the Charge of the Film Surfaces on the 

Electrostatic Action of Spermidine Ions 

We performed experiments to prove how the sign of the charges of the film 

surfaces may influence the occurrence of the bridging effect. We used the cationic sur-

factant C16TAB instead of the non ionic . The concentration of 1mM C16TAB 

assures the formation of positively charged surfaces instead of the negatively charged 

ones because of the specific adsorption of OH - ions in the case of .85, 88-89. 
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Figure 4.17  Thickness of NBF from 1mM CTAB and NaCl (empty symbols), or spermidine 

(solid symbols). 

The results of films stabilized with C16TAB show that the thickness of the CF 

and the NBF depends on the concentration and type of electrolyte. The results show i) 

no formation of a stable CFs and ii) a decrease of the NBF thickness with increasing 

concentration of the electrolytes. In the case of NaCl as an electrolyte, the equivalent 

thickness reduces from 18 nm for 10 mM to 15 nm at 100 mM electrolyte. In the case 

of spermidine, the trend for the thickness decrease can be observed similarly, but the 

impact seems much higher. The NBF thickness reduces from 16 nm to 6 nm over the 

described range of trivalent ion concentration. This decrease can be explained by spe-

cific interactions between the ion and the IFs, a discharging / screening of the IF ac-

cording to the DLVO theory. Thus the results of this experiment are not reliable and 

another cationic surfactant should be investigated which can help provide the idea of 

bridging between the film surfaces. 
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Figure 4.18   Thinnig behavior of TLFs from 1 mM CTAB and different concentrations of NaCl 

(empty symbols) and spermidine (solid symbols); (a) NaCl IB = 10mM, Spermidine IB = 12mM; 

(b) additionally NaCl IB = 100mM, Spermidine IB = 120mM 

4.2.7 Conclusions 

The classical DLVO theory describes the electrostatic double layer interac-

tions between interfaces, only considering the potential of the surfaces and the influ-

ence of the concentration and charge of the dissolved ions in the liquid medium. Some 

later works have shown that the specific interactions between the ions and the surfaces 

have to be taken into account when describing the repulsion between charged sur-

faces. The role of the ion shape on these interactions has not been considered in de-

tails yet. The effect of some anions on the interactions in films was shown and ex-

plained on the basis of their structure – making and structure – breaking properties, 

while the effect of cations is exactly the reverse. The observed order of the salt effect 

approximately follows the lyotropic series.  
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We first present results in this chapter which recognize the existence of an 

additional attractive force in foam films based on the electrostatic interaction between 

rod – like ions and oppositely charged surfaces. The results show that films prepared in 

presence of Spermidine experience a transformation of the thicker CF to the thinnest 

NBF faster (with higher probability) as the films prepared with NaCl at similar conditions 

of electrostatic interaction. This effect is not a result of specific adsorption of any of the 

ions at the fluid surfaces and it does not lead to any changes in the equilibrium proper-

ties of the CF and NBF. A strong difference in the behavior of the trivalent Y3+ ion and 

the Spermidine is registered which proves the strong influence of the ion shape on the 

interactions.   

The effect is observed when the film interfaces are separated on a distance 

comparable to the length of the ion. One has to expect that similar effects will be ob-

served when nanoparticles are blocked between the film surfaces. However, one has 

to be aware of the osmotic effects which might occur in such systems and may over-

come the “bridging effect” where energy is only of a few kBT units. Performance of such 

experiments in the future would be an interesting extension of the present work. 

Similar to the interactions we have reported, were recently theoretical predic-

tions 86. In this paper, the authors have developed a density functional theory for rod –

 like ions of arbitrary length, subject to an additional non – electrostatic external poten-

tial. The specific application to the case of two interacting, like – charged, planar macro 

ions reveals the possibility of attractive interactions, introduced entirely by correlations 

within the rod – like ions, rather than between them (the latter being neglected in the 

mean – field Poisson – Boltzmann approach). The theoretical predictions qualitatively 

corroborate previous findings on the interactions induced by rod – like ions that were 

based on a Taylor expansion with respect to the rod length 90. We expect that our pre-

sent results contribute to better understanding of the frequent rod – like structure of 

common condensing agents such as polyamines and certain linear peptides that are 

able to condense DNA 91-92 and other macro ions 93. Theoretically, there is an attraction 

possible, but Poisson – Boltzmann theory does not predict attraction for point – like 

multivalent ions. Measurements of the contact angle of foam films could access directly 

the energies of interactions in the film. These measurements should be done to com-

plement the already performed experiments. 
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4.3 Nanosized Particles in Aqueous Free Standing Thin Liquid 

Films: Fluid Dynamics and Structure 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Nano sized inhomogenities in channels with a thickness of few nanometers 

may strongly influence the flow of liquid in such systems. These for example can be the 

extracellular channels in living bodies or capillaries. Inhomogeneities could also be 

different proteins or protein aggregates, medicines or particulate systems which include 

 as a core. Additionally, these inhomogeneities are applicable in analytical meth-

ods due to their magnetic effect in analytical medicine as contrast enhancer e.g. for 

magneto resonance tomography (MRT). Because of their nanometer thickness, foam 

films can be used as a model to study these effects. The present chapter summarizes 

the results of our studies on the equilibrium and dynamic properties of foam films pre-

pared in presence of different nanoparticles. Different types of particles were added to 

the film forming solution. In detail, the state of the particles in nano – confinement is of 

interest and is dependent on the size and concentration of particles or particle aggre-

gates. We are interested in the question how the presence of particles influences the 

film properties due to confinement or flow effects. All experiments were performed with 

films stabilized with 0.02 mM  and in the presence of a high concentration of 

electrolyte, 0.2 M NaCl. A sufficient amount of NaCl suppresses the electrostatic dou-

ble layer repulsion between the film interfaces. This assures always the formation of 

NBF as an equilibrium state at the end of the thinning process. The thinning behavior 

was analyzed with the theoretical model previously introduced (chapter 4.1, p.34 ff.). 

Two different particle systems were chosen for the present analysis. The par-

ticles have to be stable at high ion concentration. The average particle diameter should 

lie in the range of the NBF thickness (ca. 6 nm), in order to achieve single layered par-

ticles. Commercially available magnetite ( ) particles with a diameter of 5 - 15 nm, 

stabilized by oleic acid molecules, were chosen. DLS and TEM studies showed that the 

diameter of the  particles is in average ∅ = 9 ± 2 nm (5 ≤ ∅ ≤ 16 nm). As an al-

ternative system gold nanoparticles with a diameter of 4 - 10 nm with covalently at-

tached polymers as stabilizers were used 94. The decisive characteristics of Au 

nanoparticles are due to the visibility through a light microscope because of the strong 

scattering.  
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4.3.2 Influence of Particles on Film Interfaces 

The presence of particles in film forming solution (dispersion) may influence 

the surface tension of the bulk and respectively the characteristics of the film surfaces. 

This information can be interpreted as the property of the channel walls of the nanoflu-

idic TLF system. The film forming solutions consist of the film stabilizing surfactant 

molecules , the nanoparticles (  or Au), and the particle stabilizers, fatty 

(oleic) acid in case of , and amphiphilic polymer chains covalently attached to the 

Au particles. The interfaces were designed to be moveable, according to chapter 4.1, 

with the constant surfactant  concentration of 0.02 mM. The aim of this sec-

tion was to see if the particles change the interfacial dynamics. 

 

Figure 4.19:  Surface tension dependent on concentration of particles in aqueous solution; 

the error bars are in the size range of the symbols. The concentration of non – ionic surfactant 

and electrolyte are 0.02 mM  and 0.2 M NaCl. The dotted lines indicate surface ten-

sion values for different states:  σ = 54 mN/m for the surfactant/ electrolyte system without 
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particles,  σ = 42 mN/m for the theoretical full surface coverage of oleic acid molecules (a only), 

and  σ = 34 mN/m is the value for the full surface coverage with . 

Different concentrations of the particle systems,  - OA or Au – polymer, 

were dispersed in aqueous solution. The surface tension of the used aqueous disper-

sions was measured at different concentrations of particles. The results are summa-

rized in Figure 4.19. The surface tension of the  solution in presence of 0.2 M 

NaCl and 0.02 mM  is σ = 54 mN/m.  

In Figure 4.19, the surface tension decreases for both particle systems with 

increasing particle concentration in the solution. The concentration of  particles 

ranges from  mg/ml and σ decreases down to 30 mN/m for 4.0 mg/ml par-

ticles in the solution (Figure 4.19 a). An aqueous interface fully covered with OA mole-

cules would have the surface tension of 42 mN/m, as indicated with the dotted line in 

Figure 4.19 (a). The value of 42 mN/m can be derived from the pressure – area Lang-

muir isotherm for water insoluble monolayers which can be found in literature 95. This 

lowest surface tension value of 30 mN/m is even lower than σ for a fully covered 

 interface, where σ = 34 mN/m, as seen in the previous chapter. Therefore, the 

decrease of the surface tension can be seen as evidence that the attachment of parti-

cles to the interface creates a further reduction of surface energy and it would be pos-

sible with the surface active stabilizing molecules. Thus the film surfaces (the “channel 

walls“) seem to be influenced by the addition of particles. 

The Au particles were concentrated in the range of  mg/ml, 

and σ decreases to 42.5 mN/m. From the data in Figure 4.19 (b), we can see that ei-

ther the Au particles or traces of the stabilizing polymer must adsorb to the interface to 

induce the σ decrease. Therefore, it is suggested that the particles are attached to the 

interface. If the decrease was due to the stabilizing polymer, the reasons must be 

found in the detachment of the polymer due to the condition of high ion density in the 

dispersion. We can argue that for all concentrations of Au particles the films are in the 

state of possibly moveable molecules at the interfaces. 

Both particle systems show a decrease of surface tension, that means a de-

crease of interfacial energy. For neither of the systems, we cannot conclude, based on 

the surface tension data, which contribution to the surface tension decrease is due to 

the adsorption of particles to the interface or how much the impurities in the form of 

stabilizing molecules contribute. It is evident, though, that in both cases, particles “ad-

sorb” to the interface and change the characterization of the channel wall in a certain 
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way, which will be essential in understanding the outflow dynamics of the dispersion 

from the film in the following chapter. 

Compared to the Au particle system, the decrease of surface tension is much 

more pronounced for the OA stabilized  particles. Instead of a decrease by 7 

mN/m, σ decreases for the  particles by 20 mN/m. It has been shown before that 

the oleic acid – stabilized  particles at the air/water interface follow Langmuir ad-

sorption with an indication for domain formation, growth and aggregation 96-97. 

This leads to the conclusion that the particles seem to have a substantial in-

fluence on the properties of our TLF IFs, and thus on the nanofluidic channel wall. For 

the  system, it can be suggested that the IFs are rigid – like, whereas for the Au 

particles, we work in the fluid – like domain. 

4.3.3 Dynamic Conditions of Dispersions in Nano Confined TLFs 

After the characterization of the nanofluidic channel walls by interpretation of 

the surface activity of the bulk dispersions, we observe here the complex fluids con-

fined in nano sized geometry. In analogy to the experiments in the previous chapters, 

we prepare TLFs to generate the confinement situation, and detect with the microinter-

ferometric method the outflow of the liquid from the film. The distance of the film inter-

faces, meaning the diameter of the “channel”, is similar to the experiments shown 

above in the range from 100 – 30 nm during outflow. 

We observe outflow velocities dependent on the concentration of the added 

 particle system (Figure 4.20). The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 

the average and the theoretical fits are shown as solid lines. 
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Figure 4.20  Thinning dynamics of foam films from solutions of 0.02 mM , 0.2 M 

NaCl, and concentrations of steric stabilized Fe3O4 particles of . The 

result from experiments is shown as bars, the length of the line indicates the error. The solid line 

is the fit. 

From 4·10-4 – 4.0 mg/ml we can detect a systematic retardation of the thinning 

velocity. The thinning is followed until the films spontaneously become NBFs at the 

critical rupture thickness hcr. We observe that for low concentrations, the thinning proc-

ess is terminated 40 s after the final intensity maximum, whereas for the highest con-

centrations, the thinning takes up to 80 s until the point of the critical rupture thickness 
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hcr is reached. A trend for hcr is not in the focus of the study but it seems to become 

higher with increasing amount of particles in solution.  

For TLFs from dispersions containing Au particles of concentrations of 4·10-4 – 

4·10-1 mg/ml, we can obtain a dependence of the liquid outflow velocity on particle con-

centration (Figure 4.21). 

 

Figure 4.21   Thinning dynamics of foam films from solutions of 0.02 mM , 

0.2 M NaCl, and concentrations of sterically stabilized Au particles of . 

The result from experiments is shown as bars with error, the fit is indicated by the solid line. 

For  we can observe the fastest film drainage, which is indicated 

by the fact that hcr is reached after ~ 20 s. For  hcr is reached after 
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~ 120 s.  The critical rupture thickness seems to decrease systematically from the 

lower to the higher concentration of particles. 

The qualitative conclusion from the thinning dynamics of both systems shows 

that for both systems the tendency is to decrease the outflow velocity with an increase 

in particle concentration. Comparing the behavior of films from Fe3O4 with those from 

Au, the trend of a faster thinning of the films for smaller concentration of particles is 

shown. These films reach the thickness of the critical point of rupture hcr after a shorter 

time compared to films with more particles. Changes in outflow velocities have been 

attributed to changes in interfacial mobility (results chapter 4.1), and the question 

arises if this is the reason for the observations. According to the surface tension meas-

urement results, the IFs of the films should be rigid – like for the  particle system, 

whereas the Au particle system should be in the fluid – like interfacial state, where a 

measureable amount of surface diffusivity accelerates liquid flow in the model chan-

nels. 

 A quantitative comparison of the values for hcr , the time τ at which hcr is rea-

ched between the data for the particle systems, or to the pure  system cannot 

be attempted at this stage, solely by comparing the graphs. The reason lies in the 

variation of σ and of the varying dimensions of the glass ring cells Rc, which determine 

the capillary pressure, and thus influences directly the thinning velocity.  

4.3.4 Quantitative Analysis of Outflow 

The theoretical approach described in chapter 4.1.4. was applied to the data, 

which includes parameters h and b for surface and bulk diffusion, respectively. The 

data could not be fitted in an agreeable way by the procedure because the film thinning 

velocity was slower than the proposed fitting models for all the experimental datasets. 

The thinning velocity of the films containing particles is slower than the lower velocity of 

thinning already calculated for the pure system which contains only . This 

velocity of film thinning was attributed to the formation of fully covered film surfaces 

which behave like rigid surfaces. The conclusion can be drawn, that the retardation 

must be a result of bulk rather than interfacial processes. Any further decrease of the 

velocity of film thinning can be attributed to changes in the viscosity of the liquid con-

fined between the film surfaces (see modified Reynolds’ Equation 2.15,p. 19). We 

modified the fitting function, so that b = h = 0 and an additional value for fitting was in-

troduced, which could describe the slower liquid flow through the artificial nanochan-

nels. Applying Reynolds’ equation we could calculate the viscosity η.  
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The resulting fitted model curves of the liquid outflow can be obtained in 

Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, where the black lines indicate the fit of the respective ex-

perimental data which is presented as black bars. 

 

Figure 4.22   Viscosity vs. particle concentration, results from theoretical fits (black points). 

The film forming solutions contained apart from (a)  particles and (b) Au particles 

0.02 mM and 0.2 M NaCl; the grey line is just a guide for the eye. 

The resulting values for η, which we obtained when fitting the experimental 

data, are presented in Figure 4.22, (a) for the  particle system and (b) for the Au 

particle system. 
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For the  particle system, the viscosity showed a value of 3.9 mPa s and 

reaches a maximum of 6.1 mPa s. The value η for the TLFs containing Au particles 

which we can calculate for the different amounts of particles, ranges from 1.3 mPa s for 

 particles up to 3.5 mPa s for  particles. 

The fitting results for the Fe3O4 and Au particle system are presented in Table 

4.4. The value for the parameter viscosity in the Reynolds formula differs for the differ-

ent concentrations of particles and they are all well above the viscosity we assumed for 

the solution without particles, roughly the viscosity of water at room temperature.  

The amount of particles, which is in the range of ‰ volume fraction, should not 

change the viscosity of the dispersion in a measureable range. Therefore, we assume 

that the increased value for viscosity does not reflect the "real" dynamic viscosity of the 

solution but rather structural changes inside the film. These changes could be due to 

particle aggregates which could be possible in the confined geometry of the film under 

the dynamic outflow conditions described above. The aggregates could then assemble 

to plugs at the meniscus film border so that the outflow gets hindered and a retardation 

of the thinning velocity is observed. Furthermore, the particle aggregates could floccu-

late and form columns in the film, effectively hindering the liquid outflow mechanically 

as obstacles in the liquid.  

Non – Newtonian fluids, show visco – elastic properties with viscosity values 

dependent on the shear rate of the fluid, and therefore called apparent viscosity. The 

apparent viscosity of blood, which consists of roughly 50 vol % particles (cells), is pro-

vided in literature as 3 - 5 mPa s (at 37°C) 98. Generally, a low shear rate means a high 

apparent viscosity, and a high shear rate means Newtonian behavior. The shape of the 

viscosity curve gives an indication that the increase of the apparent viscosity is step-

wise, meaning that we see a significant difference between two different regimes. The 

concentrations where the steps occur are for  at 4⋅10-1 mg/ml and for Au at 10-

2 mg/ml. For the obtained results, this would mean that the  particle system in the 

channel from 100 nm thickness to 30 nm thickness never behaves like a Newtonian 

fluid, the Au particle system shows for low concentrations of particles values for η close 

to 1 mPa s, very close to the viscosity of a Newtonian fluid. Furthermore, the higher the 

concentration of particles in all presented solutions, the lower the surface tension and 

the lower the outflow velocity. This change in the outflow velocity can partially explain 

the presented results. This would mean that our dispersion transformed in confinement 

to non – Newtonian fluids, to follow the respective laws for shear flow dependent vis-

cosity.   
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Table 4.4   Experimental properties and results for the experimental systems con-

taining Fe3O4 and Au particles. Concentration of particles in mg/ml is given, as well as the sur-

face tension σ, the capillary pressure Pc which acted on the TLFs, the film radius Rf, the equiva-

lent equilibrium thickness hw and the viscosity value obtained through the theoretical modeling 

process. 

 Conc. Particles  

(mg/ml) 

σ 

(mN/m) 

Pc 

 (N/m2) 

hw  

(nm) 

Viscosity  

(mPa s) 

Fe3O4 0.0004 50.6 46.0 N.S. 3.9 

 0.0010 49.8 45.3 10.3 ± 0.1 3.9 

 0.0040 46.0 41.8 10.4 ± 0.4 4.2 

 0.0100 41.2 37.4 10.8 ± 0.1 4.0 

 0.0400 38.8 35.3 10.3 ± 0.1 4.3 

 0.1000 37.6 34.2 10.2 ± 0.2 4.5 

 0.4000 32.2 29.3 11.2 ± 0.1 5.1 

 1.0000 31.0 28.2 10.3 ± 0.1 5.8 

 4.0000 30.3 27.5 10.5 ± 0.1 6.1 

Au 0.0004 48.7 51.2 N.S. 1.3 

 0.0040 47.4 49.9 10.3 ± 0.1 1.7 

 0.0400 44.2 40.2 (26.8 ± 0.3*) 3.2 

 0.4000 42.5 38.6 10.8 ± 0.1 3.5 

* The measurements were aborted before the equilibrium thickness could be observed.  

N.S.: The films did not reach an equilibrium thin film but were not stable and ruptured.  

 

Studies with comparable nanoparticle systems suggest that drastic thinning 

retardations cannot be described by a simple modification of the value of the dynamic 

viscosity 99. They present further the picture of a traffic jam which finally leads to the 

formation of nanocomposite corks that occupy the entire section of the Plateau border 

for the dispersions displaying “oligomeric” aggregates. Their work considers dispersi-

ons with particle concentrations around 1 wt %, which is substantially above our parti-
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cle concentration range. In the paper, they give a qualitative explanation for the see-

mingly two – step mechanism of traffic jam formation: First, small native “oligomeric” 

aggregates, which are mainly present in the bulk of the plateau borders, grow for a low 

gradient of flow velocity in the plateau border section by successive adhesive collisions 

in the node crossing region. Second, when the as – formed aggregates reach a size 

close to the channel diameter, the liquid flow is rapidly entirely locked by a nanocom-

posite cork. The films are stabilized by the hydrophilic aggregates according to an en-

trapment / flocculation process driven by film drainage and closure. This picture could 

explain the difference in the particle systems between Fe3O4 and Au particles, which 

show that the differences in the apparent viscosity for the lowest concentrations of par-

ticles differ by a factor 4. We can assume that Fe3O4 has a larger tendency than Au to 

form aggregates, so that the flocculation and aggregation of the system could explain 

the differences. 

4.3.5 Static Conditions 

We used the high scattering ability of Au particles and observed the equilib-

rium state optically. As shown in Figure 4.23, we obtained bright spots randomly dis-

tributed in the films. The bright spots are possible particle aggregates, which shine 

bright in the microscope's light. The absolute size of the aggregates cannot be shown 

from the radius of the shining spots. They should be much smaller. A feature which we 

could obtain is that the spots move due to thermal Brownian motion. The Fe3O4 parti-

cles in the TLFs provided no optical indication for formation of inhomogenities. 

 

Figure 4.23  TLFs (radius 70 ± 3 µm) from 0.02 mM , 0.2 M NaCl, and (a) 0.04 

  mg/ml  , and  (b) 0.4  mg/ml  Au particles. 
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It remains unclear if bigger aggregates are formed due to higher local tem-

perature in the film from brighter light or if they result from a higher local particle con-

centration. It is important to recognize the temperature sensitivity of the particle stabiliz-

ing polymers. Directly under the pinhole, where the temperature is higher than else-

where in the film, the particles tend to agglomerate (=bright spot). It has been noted 

earlier 85 that local aggregation can occur due to temperature gradients and that ∆T of 

only 0.64 K can lead to a change in the film thickness of 1 nm, creating energetically 

the critical conditions for particle aggregation. 

It has recently been noted for a different particle – film system, that a striking 

liquid fraction measured in the presence of particles at the end of the free – drainage 

experiments may correspond in a significant manner to the residual water entrapped in 

the swollen films 99. This could explain the higher equilibrium film thickness of films 

containing particles, in contrast to films without particles under the same energetic 

conditions. Nevertheless, the question if particles stay in the film remains, and if yes, 

which structure they form cannot be completely answered. The equilibrium film thick-

ness for both systems and the fact that we can optically observe aggregates in the Au 

films supports the idea of an existence of particles in the film, nevertheless in Ref 61 it is 

shown that if at least one layer of particles stays in the film then black spot expansion 

does not occur. That would mean we loose all particles in the  film, whereas, the 

author speaks of films where stratification appears, where a much higher concentration 

of particles is necessary. 

The values for equilibrium thickness are presented in Table 4.4. Between the 

particle systems the final equilibrium thickness is similar despite the optical differences 

which can be observed above. In comparison to the films without particles, the final 

thickness differs and shows a ~ 4 nm increase (between 6.6 nm for films without parti-

cles and ~ 10.6 nm for films with particles). This leads to the assumption that the smal-

lest of the particles could remain in the film, which we will study in the following chap-

ter.  

4.3.6 Conclusions 

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that inclusion of nano –

 sized objects in the thin nanofluidic channel will strongly influence the flow in the 

channels. This result is very well pronounced and cannot be attributed to some specific 

to the foam film details (e.g. the mobility of the film surfaces which might be influenced 

by the presence of minor contaminations of surfactants). The results show that even 

the addition of small amount of nanoparticles to the film forming solution decreases 
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drastically the velocity of film thinning. This effect may have strong impact not only in 

the field of fluidics but also is very important for applications when preparation of stable 

particulate foams is looked for.  

An interesting result is the observation that the viscosity of the liquid fixed be-

tween both film surfaces increases with the concentration of the particles. This result 

was expected and already predicted by the Einstein’s formula for the viscosity of sus-

pensions 

where η is the viscosity, ηo is the viscosity of the dispersion medium and is 

the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. The formula predicts continuing increase of 

the viscosity when the fraction of particles increases. This relation cannot explain the 

step wise shape of the curves presented in Figure 4.22. Such a shape should prove the 

changes in the film structure on addition of the particles.  

We find that the picture suggesting that nanocomposite corks are formed in 

the thin channels 99 might be used to explain the behavior of our thin foam films. This 

can be supported by the observations with equilibrium films which are thicker than the 

films without particles. There are two possibilities for the increased thickness – either 

the particles are adsorbed at the film surfaces or they stay between them just blocked 

there by the strong capillary forces acting there. This fine structure of the films can be 

elucidated only using contemporary physical techniques like GISAXS. As the changes 

in the surface tension are comparatively small we may conclude that most probably the 

particles are blocked between the two surfaces of the film. This may create an addi-

tional osmotic pressure which tends to disjoin the film surfaces, respectively to increase 

the thickness of the equilibrium films. The presence of such osmotic components can 

also contribute to the effect of slowed down flow of the liquid out of the films. 

 

 Equation 4.10 
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4.4 Preliminary Results to the Structure of Free Standing Liquid 

Films from β  – C12G2 Containing Fe3O4 Nanoparticles using 

Neutron Reflectometry (NR) and Grazing Incidence Small Angle 
X – Ray Scattering (GISAXS) 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Stabilization of liquid films with nanoparticles is an important new area of stud-

ies with foam films. The use of chemically inert particles allows formation of dispersions 

(foams, emulsions) which can be used in different pharmaceutical applications or de-

velopment of new materials. Previous studies showed that neutron reflectometry is a 

suitable tool to study the internal structure of foam films100. The selective sensitivity to 

the surfactant molecules and D2O used as aqueous phase, assure good contrast be-

tween the foam film layers. We aim to clarify the structure of foam films stabilized with 

nanoparticles. NR will be used to investigate the position of the particles in the film, 

whether they are included in the aqueous core or attached (adsorbed) to the film sur-

faces. In the next step, the scattering signal from the films will be collected and infor-

mation about the in – plane organization of the particles will be investigated. 

4.4.2 Profile analysis of complex foam films via Neutron Reflectometry 

With the NR technique, we examine aqueous TLFs with amounts of  -

 OA from 0 – 1 mg/ml. The solutions were based on D2O to give contrast in the meas-

urements to the particles. The reflectivity curves for films prepared with different con-

centrations of Fe particles are presented on Figure 4.24. A slight difference can be ob-

served between the samples without particles, indicated as triangle shaped symbols, 

compared to the sample with the highest amount of particles (filled squared symbols). 
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Figure 4.24   Neutron Reflectometry experimental and model data from large foam films con-

taining 0.4mM , 0.2 M NaCl, 25% glycerol and  particles of different concentra-

tions. (a) Experimentally obtained reflectivity vs. qz for 0 mg/ml (triangles), 0.1 mg/ml 

(empty squares), and 1 mg/ml (filled squares). The fits are presented as solid lines. 

(b) The scattering length density (SLD) profile for the respective samples: 0 mg/ml (grey 

solid line), 0.1 mg/ml (black dotted line), and 1 mg/ml (black solid line). 

The presented results show the qz range of 0 – 0.1 Å-1. Assuming a thickness 

of roughly 10 nm for the film thickness, meaning the reflective planes of the neutron 

beam, we would expect to see the first fringe according to the Bragg law at ca. 

qz =2 π / 100 Å = 0.06 Å-1. This value is in the range of background scattering for the 

experiment and no further detailed information could be drawn from the experimental 
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data due to the inability to detect any fringes in the reflectivity curves.  

When we consider reflections Z1 and Z2 from the two film interfaces which are 

very noisy or rough, and consider Z1 + Z2, the interference result of the detected reflec-

tion will affect mostly the location and the distinct visibility of the minima of the fringes, 

more so than the height of the fringes e.g. the integral under the fringes. The position of 

the maxima will also be moved, so that a determination of the distance of such rough 

layers will not be possible without substantial error. 

The fitting of the data was possible even though the data have to be accepted 

very cautiously because of the limitations of the technique we already discussed. The 

best fits are presented as lines in Figure 4.24 (a). The fitting parameters are summa-

rized in Table 4.5. The obtained scattering length density (SLD) profiles are given in 

Figure 4.24 (b).  

We assume that the thickness values obtained for this sample with the 

TLF / Micro – interferometric method holds true and use the film thickness of 10.4 nm, 

including an adsorption surface layer of 1.2 nm and a core of 8 nm with 10% rough-

ness. With these assumptions, we obtain a reasonable trend for the value of the SLD of 

the layers but unreasonable quantitative values considering the error regimes we ob-

tained.  

 

Table 4.5  NR fitting results with two and one box symmetrical model; SLD and layer 

thickness d are given dependent on the concentration of particles; the roughness of each 

layer was assumed to be 10% of h. 

Two Box Model 

  0 mg/ml  0.1 mg/ml  1 mg/ml  

d (nm) 1.2 1.2 1.2 Interfacial Layer 

(L 1) SLD (10-6 Å-2) - 1.9 - 2.1 - 2.8 

d (nm) 8.0 8.0 8.0 Bulk Layer 

(L 2) SLD (10-6 Å-2) 1.6 1.7 2.8 

 

One Box Model 

  0 mg/ml  0.1 mg/ml  1 mg/ml  

d (nm) 10.4 10.4 10.4 TLF 

Box 1 SLD (10-6 Å-2) 1.0 1.1 1.8 
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When calculating theoretically the SLD values according to the volume frac-

tions of the substances, which we have in the solutions, and the respective SLD values 

for the pure substances (compare Table 4.6), we would expect substantially different 

quantitative values for the SLD of the system. 

  

Table 4.6 SLD values for the pure substances used in NR experiments. The SLD val-

ues for the hydrophobic chains of  can be found in Ref  101 

Substance SLD (10-6 Å-2) Density (g/cm3) 

D2O 6.36 1.106 

H2O - 0.56 0.9982 

 6.84 – 6.97 5.1 - 5.2 

Glycerol (C3H8O3): 0.61 1.26 

Oleic Acid (C18H34O2) 0.08 0.89 

C10H21 - 0.41 - - - 

C10D21 7.04 - - - 

 

Calculations of the SLD for the different layers according to simple lever prin-

ciple resulted in 4.93·10-6 Å-2 as assumed SLD value for the bulk layer from D2O, glyce-

rol, and a concentration of surfactant which does not influence this value. The addition 

of maximum 1 vol % OA and  would reduce the SLD to 4.87·10-6 Å-2. The im-

pact of additional  in the bulk would rise SLD values, not lower them, as the re-

sults predicted. This leads us to the conclusion that we cannot trust the quantitative 

results of the measurements. The fact, what we can believe is that we can clearly see a 

trend which supports the idea that there are particles in the film. However, where and 

to what concentration we cannot tell from the data. A fitting with the option of a small 

aqueous bulk and a layer of particles at the interfaces gave no better results; some of 

the data we were not able to fit. 

The relevance of the different SLD results, can be assessed by considering 

the error made in the fitting process. According to Table 4.6, the SLD values differ be-

tween 0 and 0.1 mg/ml  by ΔSLD1 = - 0.2 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2 for L1 and ΔSLD2 = 0.1 ⋅ 10 -

6 Å-2 for L2. (The difference between 0.1 mg/ml and 1 mg/ml  is ΔSLD1 = -

0.7 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2 for L1 and ΔSLD2 = 0.6 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2 for L2.) For the error calculations we 
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allow L1 to vary by 0.2 nm and L2 by 0.8 nm. The film thickness L1 + L2 can vary ± 0.4 

nm. Internal SLD differences, assuming a stable film thickness of 10.4 nm gave the 

error ranges for L1 of ΔSLD1 = -1.2 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2 and for L2 ΔSLD2 = 0.06 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2. This 

means that we can obtain a systematic change for SLD2 in our measurements. The 

maximum error if also the total film thickness can vary, we receive an error for L1 of 

ΔSLD1 = - 1.4 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2 and for L2 ΔSLD2 = 0.2 ⋅ 10 -6 Å-2. Both error regimes are larger 

than the absolute change of SLD between L1 and L2, thus we cannot believe the abso-

lute content of  in the film and we have to consider these results as preliminary. 

4.4.3 Study of In – plane Structure and Arrangement of Particles via Grazing 

Incidence Small Angle X – Ray Scattering (GISAXS) 

The GISAXS technique is a powerful technique to analyze the in – plane struc-

tures of different samples. It was applied for the first time to study free standing thin 

liquid films. The TLF without any additional particles was examined as the reference to 

a TLF from 0.4 mM , 0.2 M NaCl, 25% glycerol and 0.6 mg/ml  parti-

cles. The scattering signals of films without particles, as well as reference measure-

ments of the measurement cell and frame without film can be seen in Figure 4.25.  The 

background measurements (a1) and (a2) of the measurement device (cell and empty 

frame without TLF) are presented. The 2D image intensity distribution is transformed 

into reciprocal space. qz is the wave vector component perpendicular to the sample 

surface and qy the component parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the x – y 

scattering plane. The intensity is shown on a logarithmic scale. The colors blue / dark 

correspond to low intensity and pink / white correspond to high intensity. The meas-

urement times were a1 ~ 30s and a2 ~ 600s (=10min). No intensity peak besides the 

direct beam, shielded by the beam stop, is visible in the detector field. Figure 4.25 (b) 

shows the 2D scattering pattern of a TLF without particles and measurement time of 45 

seconds. No out – of plane scattering, but an intensity distribution in the scattering 

plane is visible. Out – of – plane cuts of the detected signal from the TLF without parti-

cles ((c), empty symbols) measured for 45 s is shown, in the same graph a measure-

ment for 10 s of the film with particles (filled symbols). Despite a short measurement 

time of 10 s, distinct peaks in the out – of – plane cut of the spectrum from the particle 

loaded film (filled symbols) can be observed. In contrast, the film without particles 

(empty symbols) in the same figure, was measured for longer time, 45 s, and no peaks 

are visible in the off – specular cut. This means, that even for very short measurement 

times, the spectra of TLFs with and without particles are distinctly different. 
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Figure 4.25   (a) Background measurements a1 and a2 of the measurement device (cell and 

empty frame without TLF). The 2D image intensity distribution is transformed into reciprocal 

space. qz is the wave vector component perpendicular to the sample surface and qy the 

component parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the x – y scattering plane. The intensity 

is shown on a logarithmic scale. For color coding, see the scale bar (blue / dark corresponds to 

low intensity and pink / white corresponds to high intensity). Measurement time: a1 ~ 30s and a2 

~ 600s (=10min). No intensity peak besides the direct beam, shielded by the beam stop, is 

visible in the detector field. (b) ) 2D scattering pattern of a TLF without particles, measurement 

time: 45 seconds. No out – of plane scattering, but an intensity distribution in the scattering 

plane visible. (c) Out – of – plane cuts of the detected signal from the TLF without particles 

(empty symbols) measured for 45 s; in the same graph a measurement for 10 s of the film with 

particles (filled symbols). 

We measured the TLF with particles for a measurement time of 63 minutes 

and the result is shown in Figure 4.26. The scattering signal in the out – of – plane re-

gion can be seen as vertical straight lines parallel to the qz direction. We can observe a 

distinct signal close to the scattering plane (Figure 4.26 (c)) and on the left hand side a 

brighter area (Figure 4.26 (b)).  The slight asymmetry of the scattering pattern can be 

attributed to the sagging of the film inside the frame, thus representing a slightly curved 
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surface on which the X – ray beam impinges. 

 

Figure 4.26  (a) 2D scattering pattern of the TLF sample containing particles. The 2D image 

intensity distribution is transformed into reciprocal space. The qz is the wave vector component 

perpendicular to the sample surface and qy the component parallel to the surface and perpen-

dicular to the x – y scattering plane. The intensity is shown on a logarithmic scale. For color 

coding, see the scale bar (blue / dark corresponds to low intensity and pink / white corresponds 

to high intensity). (b) and (c)are enlarged details of off – specular scattering intensity peaks.   

A horizontal cut through the 2D intensity distribution (Figure 4.26 (a)) is shown 

in Figure 4.27. The data is presented mirrored at the scattering plane, for the sake of 

data analysis. The cut only depends on the wave vector component qy and the two 

distinct intensity peaks are located at qy = 0.015 Ǻ-1 and qy = 0.107 Ǻ-1. The experimen-

tal data is shown as black squares and the fit of the data is indicated as a red line.  
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Figure 4.27  Out – of – plane scan cut from the 2D intensity distribution in the reciprocal 

space. Two distinct intensity peaks are located at qy = 0.015 Ǻ-1 and qy = 0.107 Ǻ-1. The experi-

mental data is shown as black squares and the fit of the data via Effective Surface Approxima-

tion (ESA) is indicated as a red line. 

The data analysis, via Effective Surface Approximation (ESA) (details in chap-

ter 3.1.3, p.26 and Ref 66) provides the evidence of the presence of repeating units with 

characteristic length scales of 45nm and 6 nm. The pronounced peak at qy= 0.107 Ǻ-1 

results from the characteristic size of the smallest particles present in the film. The ob-

tained characteristic length of 45 nm, is interpreted as the mean distance of the parti-

cles in the film. The appearance of this latter peak thus indicates ordering of the parti-

cles even at low concentrations, probably due to a long – range repulsion. 
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5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

With the rise of nanotechnology in the last decade, nanofluidics has been es-

tablished as a research field and gained increased interest in science and industry. In 

medicine and biology, where e.g. intracellular processes are of nanofluidic nature, 

more and more open questions arise concerning the detailed understanding of the 

nanofluidic background. However, nanofluidic applications require a full understanding 

of the nanofluidic system. Natural aqueous nanofluidic systems are very complex, there 

is often a predominance of liquid interfaces or the fluid contains charged or differently 

shaped colloids. The effects, promoted by these additives, are far from being com-

pletely understood and interesting questions arise with regards to the confinement of 

such complex fluidic systems.  

A systematic study of nanofluidic processes requires designing suitable ex-

perimental model nano – channels with required characteristics. The present work em-

ployed thin liquid films (TLFs) as experimental models. They have proven to be useful 

experimental tools because of their simple geometry, reproducible preparation, and 

controllable liquid interfaces. The economic advantages of TLFs as model systems are 

the cost efficiency and simple way of producing nanometer channel geometries. The 

thickness of the channels can be adjusted easily by the concentration of electrolyte in 

the film forming solution. This way, channel dimensions from 5 – 100 nm are possible, 

a high flexibility for an experimental system. TLFs have liquid IFs of different charge 

and properties and they offer the possibility to confine differently shaped ions and 

molecules to very small spaces, or to subject them to controlled forces. This makes the 

foam films a unique “device” available to obtain information about fluidic systems in 

nanometer dimensions.  

The main goal of this thesis was to study nanofluidic processes using TLFs as 

models, or tools, and to subtract information about natural systems plus deepen the 

understanding on physical chemical conditions. The presented work showed that foam 

films can be used as experimental models to understand the behavior of liquids in na-

no – sized confinement.  

In the first part of the thesis, we studied the process of thinning of thin liquid 

films stabilized with the non – ionic surfactant n – dodecyl – β – maltoside ( ) 

with primary interest in interfacial diffusion processes during the thinning process de-

pendent on surfactant concentration 64. The surfactant concentration in the film forming 

solutions was varied at constant electrolyte (NaCl) concentration. The velocity of thin-
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ning was analyzed combining previously developed theoretical approaches. Qualitative 

information about the mobility of the surfactant molecules at the film surfaces was ob-

tained. We found that above a certain limiting surfactant concentration the film surfaces 

were completely immobile and they behaved as non – deformable, which decelerated 

the thinning process. This follows the predictions for Reynolds flow of liquid between 

two non – deformable disks. 

A future project will be to change the interfacial properties of TLFs to asym-

metrical systems where liquid flow between one solid and one liquid IF can be studied. 

Basic properties like the flow velocity and the interfacial mobility of such films known as 

wetting films will be studied. They seem to be promising models for investigating the 

processes of attachment between e.g. living cells and solid interfaces. 

In the second part of the thesis, we designed a TLF nanofluidic system con-

taining rod – like multivalent ions and compared this system to films containing mono-

valent ions. We presented first results which recognized for the first time the existence 

of an additional attractive force in the foam films based on the electrostatic interaction 

between rod – like ions and oppositely charged surfaces. We may speculate that this is 

an ion bridging component of the disjoining pressure. The results show that for films 

prepared in presence of spermidine the transformation of the thicker CF to the thinnest 

NBF is more probable as films prepared with NaCl at similar conditions of electrostatic 

interaction. This effect is not a result of specific adsorption of any of the ions at the fluid 

surfaces and it does not lead to any changes in the equilibrium properties of the CF 

and NBF. Our hypothesis was proven using the trivalent ion Y3+ which does not show 

ion bridging. The experimental results are compared to theoretical predictions and a 

quantitative agreement on the system’s energy gain for the change from CF to NBF 

could be obtained. 

A future project must include further detailed studies of the interactions in the 

films in presence of spermidine (e.g. measurement of the contact angles which are 

directly related to the strength of interactions). An important and interesting extension 

of the work would be experiments with the surface force apparatus because of the bet-

ter defined geometry of the surfaces compared to those of the foam films. 

In the third part of the work, the behavior of nanoparticles in confinement was 

investigated with respect to their impact on the fluid flow velocity. The particles altered 

the flow velocity by an unexpected high amount, so that the resulting changes in the 

dynamic viscosity could not be explained by a realistic change of the fluid viscosity. 

Only aggregation, flocculation and plug formation can explain the experimental results. 

The particle systems in the presented thesis had a great impact on the film interfaces 
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due to the stabilizer molecules present in the bulk solution. The Au system performed 

much better than the Fe3O4 system in terms of purity, so it would be useful to repeat 

measurements with Fe3O4 stabilized by the polymer. Such particles are available since 

very recently 102. 

Finally, the location of the particles with respect to their lateral and vertical ar-

rangement in the film was studied with advanced reflectivity and scattering methods. 

Neutron Reflectometry studies were performed to investigate the location of nanoparti-

cles in the TLF perpendicular to the IF. For the first time, we study TLFs using grazing 

incidence small angle X – ray scattering (GISAXS), which is a technique sensitive to 

the lateral arrangement of particles in confined volumes. This work provides preliminary 

data on a lateral ordering of particles in the film. 

The magnetic nanoparticles in films will have to be more extensively studied 

using Neutron Reflectometry. This method is exceptionally suitable for such studies 

since neutrons are sensitive to magnetic moments. The periodic arrangement of parti-

cles could induce a collective magnetic response to an external magnetic field. This 

could not only be detected and quantified via NR but also the polarization could create 

a rigid – like magnetic particle layer in the film. GISAXS is a promising tool to study 

more extensively the distribution of particles in TLFs. Open questions on the quantifica-

tion of particles can be answered. The analysis tools can be amended and improved. 

New application of the foam films as a “matrix” for particles ordering and design of new 

materials with specific properties will be possible. 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

6.1 Solvents, Surfactants, Ions, Materials 

6.1.1  Overview 

H2O Elga Labwater, Germany 

D2O > 99.96 %, Merck 

Glycerol 99 %, Riedel de Haen/Sigma Aldrich 

H2SO4 95 - 97 %, Sigma Aldrich 

HCl 1 M, Merck 

NaOH  1 M, Merck 

Ethanol 99.8 %, for analysis, Merck 

Mucasol® Brand, Germany 

PEI 50 wt % in aqu. sol., Sigma Aldrich 

Fe3O4 particles: Iron (II, III) Oxide Nanosus-

pension - Magnetic Fluid  PlasmaChem, Berlin, Germany 

Au particles MPI - KGF 94 

NaCl > 99.9 %, treated at 600°C for >5 h 

Spermidine > 98 %, Sigma Aldrich 

YCl3 ⋅ 6H2O 99.9 %, Sigma Aldrich 

 ≥ 99 %, Glycon, Germany 

CTAB > 99 %, Sigma Aldrich 

6.1.2 Solvents 

A water purification system (Elga Labwater, Germany) was used to purify the 

water (H2O), the specific resistance of the water used was 18.2 MΩ cm. D2O was used 

without further purification. To the solutions for NR and GISAXS experiments, 25 vol % 

of glycerol was added for an increase in viscosity. 
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6.1.3 Surfactants 

N – Dodecyl β – Maltoside (β – C12G2) and cetyl trimethyl ammoniumbromide 

(CTAB) were used without further purification. The hydrophilic group of the surfactant 

 consists of two sugar rings connected via an ether bond as illustrated in 

Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1  Molecular structure of n – dodecyl β – maltoside ( ) 

6.1.4 Ions 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) was purified by heat treatment at 600°C for at least 5 

hours to remove surface – active contaminations. 

Spermidine was used without further purification. It degenerates with time, 

therefore solutions containing spermidine were stored frozen and new solutions were 

frequently prepared. The pH – value of the spermidine solutions was adjusted by add-

ing three times the amount of HCl than the respective concentration of spermidine. 

Yttrium (III) chloride hexahydrate was used without further purification. The 

aqueous solutions containing YCl3 showed a decrease of the pH value by several or-

ders. The adjustment to the experimental value of pH 6.6 – 6.8 was performed by add-

ing sodium hydroxide (NaOH). 

6.1.5 Preparation of Solutions and Dispersions 

All solutions were prepared by dilution and subsequent mixture of concen-

trated stock solutions containing surfactants or ions. The particles were added directly 

from the original sample in order to avoid aggregation caused by dilution to less con-

centrated stock solutions. The solutions and dispersions were prepared and stored in 

ultra clean glassware, in darkness (especially all particle dispersions), at room tem-

perature, and for at least 12 hours but not longer than one week before usage.  

The refractive index (n) of the bulk solutions was measured with an ‘Abbe’ re-

fractometer (Carl Zeiss Jena, Germany, DDR) at 25°C. All the solutions with 0.2 M 

NaCl and β - C12G2 surfactant in different concentrations (between 10-6 M and 10-3 M) 
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resulted in a refractive index of n = 1.333. The value of n scattered only at the fourth 

decimal place, and thus does not influence the value for the calculated thickness (h).  

The pH value of the solutions was measured with a Mettler Toledo, Five Easy 

desktop pH meter. The glass electrode was of the type LE409 (pH 0 - 14, 0 - 80 °C). 

Up to several hours was necessary for the pH of the solutions to attain equilibrium. 

 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Microinterferometric Thin Liquid Film Analysis 

The thinning process of foam films was monitored with an image enhanced 

optoelectronic device based on an Olympus IX50 microscope. In all the experiments, 

the temperature was kept constant at 23°C and controlled with an accuracy of ± 0.1°C. 

Additionally, the measurement temperature was adjusted to be equal to the room tem-

perature and was kept constant with an accuracy of ± 0.5 °C. The atmosphere in the 

vessel is saturated with vapor of the respective solution. Two hours are allowed for 

reaching of equilibrium before starting measurements. An experimentally chosen 

equilibration time of ~10 min was allowed between each measurement.  

For surfactant concentrations above 0.02 mM, the I(t) curves show consider-

able deviations when allowing less time for reaching equilibrium. Such curves tend to 

become very wavy, which indicates irregularities in thickness of the film interfaces. 

Concerning films from solutions with very low surfactant concentrations (≤ 0.02 mM), 

we found no substantial difference in the smoothness of the I(t) curves as a function of 

equilibration time.  

The cells and the glassware were cleaned in a regular laboratory dishwasher 

and afterwards kept in a 50% mixture of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and purified water over 

night. The glassware was rinsed afterwards ten times with purified water and dried in a 

separate ultra clean oven at 100°C. 

In order to keep the contact angle in the cell capillary at θ = 0° for experiments 

with positively charge surfactants, the cell has been covered with a layer of the positive 

polyelectrolyte polyethyleneimine (PEI) for 1h in 0.5 M solution. Approximately two li-

ters of 80°C purified water was aspirated through the capillary in order to remove re-

sidual polymer after experiments. 
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6.2.2 Neutron Reflectometry 

The NR experiments were performed at Institute Laue – Langevin (ILL) in 

Grenoble, France at the dual mode reflectometer D17 103 used in time – of – flight 

(TOF) mode. The double chopper system defines the time resolution and thus the 

wavelength range from 2 to 18 Å, giving a q – range for specular reflectivity of 0.004 –

 4 Å−1. The TOF experimental data I(λ) was transformed with the software LAMP to 

Z(qz). LAMP (Large Array Manipulation Package) is an IDL based data reduction pack-

age written at the ILL and used on most of the ILL instruments as a tool for primary 

data inspection. The real space models for the SLD profiles of the film were observed 

using the software tool Parratt 1.6, which works with the χ2 criteria in order to find the 

best possible fit 104. 

6.2.3 GISAXS 

The GISAXS measurements were taken at the „Deutsches Elektronen –

 Synchroton” (DESY), Hamburg. In the HASYLAB, the wiggler beamline BW4 was used 

with the 4.5 GeV positron source at the storage ring „DORIS III“ 105. 

The dimensions of the micro – focused X – ray beam were 20 µm x 40 µm 

(vertical x horizontal). Under the applied angle of incidence of αi ≈ 0.47° the beam cre-

ates a real footprint on the sample of about 3 – 4 mm length and 40 µm width. The dis-

tance between sample and detector was LSD = 2.014 m. The dimensions of the alumi-

num frame (and film) were 25 mm x 11.25 mm used in horizontal orientation. Before 

the measurement, the frame was installed vertically enabling the thinning of the film. 

After reaching equilibrium film thickness, the cell with the film was tilted to horizontal 

orientation. After the precise alignment of the film to the required experimental geome-

try, the GISAXS measurement was started. 

6.2.4 Tensiometry 

The roughened platinum plate for the surface tension measurements was 

20 mm long and 0.3 mm thick. Before each measurement the plate was spray rinsed 

first with purified water, then with ethanol and dried over the flame of a Bunsen burner. 

Then it was blown with nitrogen to cool off and after 10 min in the measurement cham-

ber it was assumed that the measurement temperature was reached.  

The tensiometer used in this work was a Krüss tensiometer K11 with an accu-

racy of ± 0.1 mN/m in Wilhelmy plate mode. During measurements, the solutions were 

kept in Polytetrafluorethen (PTFE) beakers. The PTFE beakers were cleaned before 
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usage in 3 % aqueous Mucasol® cleaning solution (Brand, Germany) for 15 min with 

ultrasound. They were rinsed ten times with purified water and dried in an ultra – clean 

oven at 100°C. The solutions were put in PTFE vessels with covers to prevent evapo-

ration at least 30 min before the measurement for equilibration of the surface and the 

temperature; all experiments were performed at 25°C.  

Between 5 and 10 single measurements were performed for each surfactant 

concentration dependent on the drift of the measured values. For calibration of the ten-

siometer, measurements of the purified lab water were repeatedly performed and the 

value for the outline of the plate adjusted in the range of several 100 micrometers (µm) 

so that the surface tension of pure water was 71.98 mN/m ± 0.1 mN/m. 

6.2.5 TEM 

The measurements in this work on the characterization of nanoparticles were 

performed on a TEM of type EM 912 Omega fabricated by Carl – Zeiss (Oberkochen, 

Germany). The resolution is given to be 0.37 nm (spot) and 0.20 nm (line). The accel-

eration voltage is 60 – 120 kV. Enlargement capacity is 80x – 500,000x (in 38 steps). 

The electron source is a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode. The optical images are 

taken via a standard digital (CCD) camera. The vacuum system is a two step rotary 

vane pump, a turbomolecular pump, followed by an ion getter pump.  

6.2.6 DLS 

The instrument Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) was used to perform 

the measurements. The measurement time was set to 500s. For shorter measurement 

times, the determination of the size distribution of the particles and aggregates in the 

samples was not reproducible. The data analysis was performed using the Zetasizer 

software with standard operation procedures. The measurement cell was the folded 

capillary cell, developed by Malvern Instruments especially for the Zetasizer. 
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7 DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Mit dem Heranwachsen der Nanotechnologie in den vergangenen zehn Jah-

ren hat sich die Nanofluidik als Forschungsbereich etabliert und erfährt wachsende 

Aufmerksamkeit im wissenschaftlichen, sowie auch im industriellen Bereich. Nanoflui-

dik befasst sich mit dem Fließverhalten von Flüssigkeiten in Nanometer kleinen 

Schlitzgeometrien und in direkter Nähe von Oberflächen. Im biomedizinischen Bereich, 

wo intrazelluläre Prozesse häufig komplexer, nanofluidischer Natur sind, wird vermehrt 

ein detailliertes Verständnis der Nanofluidik benötigt. Den Einfluss, den kleinste Teil-

chen (Kolloide) verschiedenster Form oder elektrischer Ladung auf die Kanäle und auf 

das Fließverhalten ausüben ist bei weitem nicht verstanden. Ebensowenig wie der Ein-

fluss flexibler Oberflächen, oder der Einengung von Flüssigkeiten und Kolloiden in 

Schlitzgeometrien. 

Eine systematische Untersuchung von nanofluidischen Prozessen erfordert 

passende experimentelle Modelle. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden dünne flüssige 

Filme, hinsichtlich ihrer Funktionalität als nanofluidische Modelle untersucht. Die Filme 

sind aufgebaut wie die Hülle einer Seifenblase und die Grenzflächen zwischen Fluid 

und Gasphase stellen im nanofluidischen System die Wände des Kanals dar. Ihre Ei-

genschaften werden durch die Menge und Art der Moleküle, die vom Fluid adsorbieren 

bestimmt.  

Wir untersuchten die Fließgeschwindigkeit des Fluids aus dem dünnen Film, 

abhängig von der Konzentration der filmstabilisierenden Tensidmoleküle n –

 Dodecyl β – D – Maltoside (β – C12G2) bei einer konstanten Elektrolytkonzentration 

von 0.2 mM NaCl. Mit einem theoretischen Modell konnten wir das Dünnungsverhalten 

nachzeichnen. Es wurde eine kritische Tensidkonzentration gefunden, unter der die 

Oberflächen lateral mobil sind und über der sie sich wie fest verhalten.  Dadurch konn-

ten wir Aufschluss darüber erlangen, wie die Oberfläche des Films unter verschiede-

nen Bedingungen geschaffen ist, und das in Bezug zur Verteilungsdichte der Moleküle 

an den Oberflächen setzen. 

Im weiteren untersuchten wir komplexere, nanofluidische Systeme, wobei wir 

zum einen den Elektrolyten durch ~ 1 nm lange, stäbchenförmige, multivalent geladene 

Spermidin - Moleküle ersetzten. Im Rahmen der Untersuchungen konnte eine deutliche 

Veränderung der Stabilität zwischen Filmen mit und ohne Stäbchen festgestellt wer-

den. Die Filme, mit dem monovalenten NaCl, blieben viel länger in dem metastabilen 

„Common Film“ (CF) Zustand als die Filme, die eine vergleichbare Konzentration von 
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Spermidine beinhalteten. Die Ergebnisse deuteten auf eine zusätzliche Anziehungs-

kraft durch Brückenbildung zwischen zwei geladenen Oberflächen durch gegensätzlich 

geladene Stäbchenförmige Moleküle hin. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass dieser Effekt 

weder ein Ergebnis von spezifischer Ionenadsorption an die Filmoberfläche war, noch 

ein Unterschied in den Gleichgewichtszuständen von den Dicken der CFs und der 

Newton Black Films (NBFs) hervorrief, was auf die korrekte Annahme der Ionenstärke 

in der Lösung schließen ließ. Auch in Versuchen mit ebenfalls trivalenten Ionen YCl3 

wurde festgestellt, dass keinerlei vergleichbare Überbrückungseffekte auftreten. Die 

Ergebnisse wurden mit theoretischen Simulationen verglichen und es wurde eine quan-

titative Übereinstimmung gefunden bezüglich der Größe des Systeminternen Energie-

gewinns durch den Überbrückungseffekt. 

Eine weitere dynamische Untersuchung des Fließverhaltens von Fluiden mit in 

Schlitzgeometrien eingeengten Kolloiden wurde durchgeführt. Für zwei verschiedene 

Arten von Nanopartikeln (Fe3O4 stabilisiert mit Oleinsäure und polymerstabilisierte 

Goldpartikel) wurde eine Verlangsamung der Fließgeschwindigkeit festgestellt. Mit ei-

nem theoretischen Modell konnte das Fließverhalten nur für enorm erhöhte Viskosi-

tätswerte des Fluids erklärt werden. Die Viskositätserhöhung wurde mit Partikelaggre-

gaten, die den Ausfluss behindern, erklärt und diskutiert, unter der Annahme eines 

nicht - Newtonischen Fließverhaltens der Dispersionen in Schlitzgeometrien. 

Gleichermaßen wurde die strukturelle Anordnung der Partikel in den Filmen 

hinsichtlich ihrer vertikalen und lateralen Verteilung untersucht. In dieser Arbeit werden 

vorläufige Ergebnisse präsentiert, die noch weiteren Studien bedürfen. Mit Neutronen-

reflexion sollte die Anordnung der Partikel orthogonal zur Oberfläche im Film analysiert 

werden. Eine qualitative Analyse lässt schließen, dass bei einer höheren Konzentration 

von Partikeln in Lösung, sich auch eine erhöhte Konzentration von Partikeln im dünnen 

Film befindet. 

Zum ersten Mal wurden dünne flüssige Filme mit Kleinwinkelröntgenstreuung 

unter streifendem Einfall (GISAXS) analysiert. Mit Hilfe dieser Methode sollte eine late-

rale Anordnung der Partikel im Film untersucht werden. Mit Hilfe der rechnergestützten 

Analyse konnte die Aussage getroffen werden, dass ~ 6 nm große Teilchen in ~ 43 nm 

Abstand sich im Film befinden. 

Zusammenfassend können sich mit dieser Arbeit die dünnen flüssigen Filme als eine 

wichtige Kernmethode der Untersuchung von nanofluidischen Prozessen, wie sie 

häufig in der Natur vorkommen, behaupten. Weiterführende Untersuchungen werden 

die noch bestehenden Fragen und Unklarheiten in der Zukunft klären können. 
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